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Pensions In Effect

A Strong Team

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, November 5, 1946

City Council Lineup

Awarded Legion of Merit

Providing present plans go well,
The pension system of the city
Knox
County will have a strong
of Rockland went into effect Nov.
1, practically all city employes semi-professional baskeball team
participating in the plan, which is | on the Community Building floor
i the coming Winter
voluntary.
The employes contribute a proCobb Peterson has drawn such
tion of their salaries to the fund, veterans as Cliff Pelt and Les
which is now a part of the State [ Simpson of Thomaston, George
pension fund, and the city adds its Beach, former Colby star, Austin
porportionate share to establish Billings and Don Cates of Rockland
what will be an amount which will 1 and Waldo Heal and “Tut” Whit
guarantee payments of annuities tier of Camden around him for a
I nucleus and is still in search of additional outstanding
basketball
players.
Plans have yet to be completed
for the playing dates and days.
The schedule is expected to open
161 New County Road
before Crhistmas with one of two
Rockland
games and lie dormant during the
holidays only to resume with a
TEL 1363-W
bang the flrst of the year. Cobb,
who is to manage the team, even
OPEN FOR BUSINESS
talks of the possibility of the
State semi-pro basketball tourna
GENERAL REPAIRS ON ALL
ment being held here in March.
CARS
to all city employes who retire. Re
Light Body Work
tirement at age of 65 is voluntary
and is compulsory at age of 70.
Battery Charging and
1 Retirement payments are based
Tires Fixed
on the years of service and the
average salary of the pensioner
Greasing, Polishing, and over a given period of his or her
service. At present, the city has
Simonizing
four
who are over age 65,
SAME COURTEOUS SERVICE one ofemployes
whom
is
now over the man
89'P 1—90* Inside
datory retirement age of 70.

LAINE’S GARAGE

Extra Fine Large Bulbs for Immediate

Planting
HOLLAND

TULIPS, HYACINTHS,
JONQUILS, CROCUS

DAFFODILS,

The truck strike delayed the delivery of these fine bulbs one
full month, but they are here just in time for Fall planting.
However, the time is short and those who want extra quality
bulbs should get them and plant them at once.

TEL.318-W

ROCKLAND,

69-90
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THE BLACK CAT
Bv The Roving Reporter
Ralph Sanborn of Sabattus
raised 7450 bushels of potatoes this
year, but they all pale into insigni
ficance beside the one which
weighed 4 pounds and 5 ounces.
Ralph wins the hundred-dollar
prize offered by the Lisbon Enterpr se and Stat'.er Hotel, and all
concerned get lots of deserved pub
licity.

Caused A Stir

“Ever Since Eve”

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP
371 MAIN STREET,

The Rotary Club

At its meeting Friday, the Ro
The Tigers of Rockland High
The final hour Saturday for the
School snapped out of their slump tary Club enjoyed an unusually in
filing of nomination papers for the
of the past few games Saturday to teresting and vital talk concern
City Council in the city election of
hold a powerful Brunswick eleven ing the negro, his problems, and
Dec. 2, found Councilman Osgood
to a lone touchdown, plus the ex- his culture, which was delivered
A Gilbert unopposed for a second
ra point, at Brunswick Saturday. by Rev. Lowell Q. Haines, of Skow
Newberry's store received a prize
term. He will return trf the Council
Going into a game in which they hegan. Rev. Dr. Haines is well order last week, and it came all the
for a full three-year term follow
qualified
for
such
a
topic,
be
ng
a
were the under dogs, they slugged
way frem Altadena. Cal f„ where
ing the election.
it out with a heavier and faster native of North Carolina who has the sender, P. C. McGrath, saw the
lived
in
Maine
for
the
past
20-odd
In the elections of last year, in
j team to make an admirable show
advertisement in The Courier-Ga
which a full board of councilmen
ing for a team which had taken a years. Following his graduate work zette. I almost forgot to tell you
at
Newton-Andover,
Rev.
Haines
oc

were elected under the new char
j complete drubbing the preceeding
cupied the professor.al chair in the what the order was for—six pack
ter, the five of the 16 candidates
, week from the Winslow outfit.
of Philosophy at Colby ages of diapers, “as advertised.”
receiving the greatest number of
Sports writers who witnessed Department
votes were elected to office The
the game claim that the teams’ Co lege lor a period of 18 years, i One year ago: Sheldon’s drug
the past four years he has been
two highest for a period of three
were equally pood, but with Bill' For
pustor of the Federated Church in I store was sold to Lloyd N. Law
years: the next two highest for a
Dube of Brunswick having that Skowhegan.
rence—Jufctica Earle Russell was
period of two years and the fifth
extra spark which put his team
presiding over Superior Court.—
in line, which was Gilbert, for a
During
the
course
of
his
most
j
across the goal line.
The Amer can Legicn Post was re
period of one year. Henceforth,
Brunswick scored in the first interesting talk, Mr. Haines stressed named Winslqw-Holibrook-Merritt
elections will be for the three year
quarter
with
Dube
smashing the fact that there is no intrinsic Post—Herbert L. Libby of Thom
except for color, between aston was victim of an automobile
term.
through the line and over for the difference,
Dr. Gilmore W Soule and Henry Brigadier General Kenneth P. Lord of Rockland, recipient of further ' goal
me
blacks
and
the whites. The ob
after the ball was placed in
between Califcrnia and Ne
S. Marsh filed for the three year
servable difference are the result of crash
vada—William Johnson of Swan s
military
honors.
scoring
position
by
Bernie
Walker,
si perior education and other ad Island
term left vacant by H. Laton Jackfell from the Underwood
Dube kicked vantages which the white people
Brigadier General Kennett: P. of United Nations' military forces I Brunswick fullback
son who retires from the board
dock
to
the deck of a dragger—
extra point for the final tally . hive enjoved but cf wh.ch the
upon transfer by the Central Lord, USA., Retired, of Rockland, in eastern North America and i
Died:
Rockland,
Mrs. Sidney L.
a hard fought game.
Commanding
General, superv.sed redeployment of United ,
negro has been deprived.
Maine Power Co., as manager at former
Arey, 68; Rockland , Fann e E.
States
personnel
under
his
jur.sBrunsw
’
ck
twice
more
threatened
j
Eastern
Defense
Commana,
was
Brunswick this week. Jackson was
Mr. Haines pointed out that the Ncrton,
80;
Camden,
Nelson
last year elected for a one year , recently awarded the Oak Leal diction He accomplished the ex- but was halted hy the brilliant de- progressive elements in the South Young,
81.
term.
, Cluster to the Legion of Merit by oedit.ons transfer of organizations fense work of Topi who snared the
■ ng to realize this fact, and
—o—
Edward M. Lawrence filed for the Gen. Courtney H. Hodges, First and personnel of the Norh Atlantic runners in the open and halted j Is making every effort to improve
Green corn has been out of the
unexpired term of Mrs. Elizabeth Army Commander, at Governors Bases to the Air Transport Com- the race for the goal.
i ... ana tconcm c status
rnand and worked out the solution l Galiano again Droved to be a of the negro In this same connec- markets several weeks but this
Seavey who resigned upon becom Island, N. Y.
ing a resident of Owls Head. This . The citation accompanying the of many problems involving the powerhouse of defense and smashed t.oii ne took occasion to point out didn't prevnt Clerk of Courts Milterm has one year to run as Mrs. pre„cntat.on of the Oak Leaf Clus Army and Navy and forces of down several Brunswick thrusts, that the reputation of our native ton M. Griffin from enjoying a
neighboring allies.
In stressing Backing him strongly, and playing whites has not been of the best in mess yesterday. P eked in his own
Seavey placed fourth on the list at ter read:
garden at Spruce Head Sunday.
election l^st year.
I ‘Brigadier General Kenneth P the maintenance and excellent ie- top football, too, were McIntosh many parts of the globe.
Wards 7 and 4 stand without Lord, as Commanding General oi lations with civilians and public' and Boardman. On the offence,
He emphasized the fact that we
candidates for any of the ward the Eastern De.'ense Conuuana ufficals, General Lord contributed Axtell led the team into scoring must raise our moral standards in
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
greatly
to
the
mutual
confidence
position
twice,
once
in
the
first
offices. Provisions are made, how item ‘August 194) to February 1946.
II
I had my Ufe to live again I
our deal ngs with other peoples of
ever, for the appointment of ward skillfully coordinated the adjust existing between the Army and the period and again in the fourth the world, but that this cannot be would have made a rule to read some
Kelsey several times kicked his done until we have raised them at poetry and listen to some music at
officials in such a case and the ments nciicental to the reduction Ci’il population."
least once a week. The loss of these
team mates out of the danger zone
election of a warden pro tern on
Is a loss of happiness.—Charles
home. In this connection he point tastes
when
the
going
got
real
tough.
Darwin.
election day.
ed
out
that
the
indifference
and
A bus load of loyal supporters
Candidates in
the remaining
FRIENDS
accompanied the team and gave it carelessness of the white man has
wards are: Ward One, warden,
been largely responsible for thecon- Friends have helped me when my need
Barbara Griffith; Clerk, Lois L
was sore;
But Tax Canvassers WHI Not
SUPP"'
* W”gh dit.on of the negro in the south.
Many have reached an aiding lilting
Fernald and Edith M. Gray. Ward Judge Sewall Presiding Over
hand
An interesting point brought out
There are marked signs of the
Two; warden, Otto C. Diesler and
What Looks Like Short
Enter Houses Unless
To ease the burdens that I bore,
was
the
contention
that
we
return
of
the
brilliant
team
of
the
Laura R. Maxcey for warden;
Have said by look and word:
early season games and a good Americans have always been good
Term
’’We understand."
Invited
Maude E. Stevens for clerk. Ward
finish to the season after a couple at winning wars but have not been Can I do less for some heart, hurt and
Three, Mrs. Harold L>. Karl for
frightened.
nearly so gcod at winning peace
The November term of Knox
The advertisement which ran in of tough ones in midseason.
warden; Mrs. Vanessa Cowan for
Now that by God's grace, my load ls
following these wars. One of the
The lineups:
lightened?
clerk. Ward five, Inez S. Ames County Superior Court was opened , this newspaper on last Friday by
(0) Rockland respects in which we failed was in This is the debt I owe. a debt I shall
for warden and Helen C. Bean for this forenoon, with prayer by Rev. Richard E. Thomas as Tax Assessor Brunswick (7)
pay.
clerk
Ward Six, Ernest L. Jones J. C. MacDonald of the First Bap of the city has created more or less Sweet, le ........................... le. Libby winning the peace following the
It takes so little to put back the
of a furore along Main street and Dube. It ................... lt, Drinkwater war between the States. It is the
for warden and Susie Morey for tist Church.
heart
Presiding over the sessions is As among householders of the city. Allen, lg ........................ lg, Galiano opinion of most educated South In anyone: some act, some word we
clerk.
say.
sociate Justice Arthur E. Sewall of The ' ad" read in such a manner Boucher, c ............. c, R. McIntosh erners that the North abandoned
new faith, can send new
York who found a cordial welcome ♦hat some persons were led to be- Rowe, rg ............ . ............. rg. Perry the negroes, after fighting a Civil Can light
courage winging,
War
largely
in
their
behalf.
Mr.
on his second visit to this County. ieve that there would be an exam- Engerski, rt ............ -.... rt, Magitz
Can set one, who was silent long, to
singing
Judge Sewall is accompanied by ination of the interior of their Belanger, re ................... re. Kelsey Haines concluded his address with
—Grace Noll Crowell.
Il s wife, and they are guests at homes and the contents such as Deorsey, qb ............ . ......... qb, Teel the reading of a number of poems
Senior'Class Play To Be Pre the Thorndike Hotel. His steno furniture.
Cloutier, lhb ................. lhb, Axtell by and concerning negroes. This,
CASH ON CALL
together with his frequent explana The currency
grapher ,s Charles P. Lyford of Au
both known and loved
City
Manager
Farnsworth
hastens
f-°
rd
'
r
hb
.............
rmb,
O.
Holden
sented the First Week
tory interpolations held his audi
gusta.
By every race and creed.
to explain that the house canvass Walker, fb
.... fb, D. McIntosh ence
spellbound
for
a
period
con

Lies
ln
your
purse
to spend at wlU—
Raymond: Ludwjg is court crier, is a part of the tax equalization
In December
Score by periods:
The coin of kindly deed.
siderably
longer
than
the
ordinary
Lawience Hamlin is messenger and
”------- 7
0
0
0-7
—Lyn Jon.
““
. 9° way compulsory Brunswick
Allston E. Smith, submaster ana Peter K. Reed is in charge ot th* AS ffir as the “home owner admit- Rockland
0-0 Rotary address period.
0
Visiting Rotarians were Eiwyn H. secretary of Spiritual Life. A very
coach of dramatics at Rockland grand jury. The other officers are ting the canvassers to "their house’I Brunswick scoring: Touchdowns
Kingsbury,
Bangor; Harry C. Pat interest ng article in the life of
High School, announces this year's as usual.
The questions asked in the survey
Dube, point after touchdown
Very little business is in sight, may be answered at the door and Dube (placement).
terson, Skowhegan; John H. Fos Helen Keller was read. The pro
Senior class play to be that out
also included a poem by Mrs.
standingly popular comedy, “Ever aside from 100 divorce cases.
there will, or was never intended
Brunswick substitutions — Estes, ter, Taunton, Mass.; A. Victor El gram
Alfred Ives; a reading by Mrs.
Arthur F. Willey, charged with to
more,
A.
J.
Laliiberte
and
Melvin
Since Eve,’’ by Florence Ryerson
examination of the house Orm9by- Dwyer, Benoit, Purington. Dorr, Camden. Guests from the Berry; a vocal trio with piano ac
I the fatal shooting of Mrs. Maybelle andbe,itsancontents
and Colin Clements.
I Rockland substitutions — Board|
Atkins
awaits
action
of
the
grand
High School for the month of No companiment, by three members;
They will be remembered as the
One
canvasser'started
work
yes'™^
j
jury.
He
was
adjudged
sane
at
the
vember, Harold Look and Albert roll call of churches and depart
authors of “June Mad,” a Thespian
terday with specific instructions1
Referee—Farrell Um- Rogers were introduced to the club. ment conferences.
I production of four years ago, and Bangor State Hospital.
A bountiful luncheon was served.
General Ralph H. Farris not to enter any home except by P “ Banks, Linesman—-Roderick
i that recent Broadway success, is Attorney
invitation of the owner or oc
in
attendance.
The
afternoon session began
Burning
of
organic
soils,
(8)
Im

“Harriet.”
cupant. The city asks the co-op
(Continued on Page Three)
proper cultivation. “The basis of with devotions by Mrs. W Hey; Our
There are 23 Seniors out for
eration of the citizens and at the
soil conservation,” says Forsythe, District Connections, Rev. D. R.
parts in the play. Rehearsals comsame
time has no desire to infringe
Hickland; talk by Frederick Pyke,
' menced last Monday night. The group is headed by Mrs. William upon their privacy or their rights Soil Conservation Described “is the wide use and proper man and
an address by Mrs. Frederick
Dorman;
publicity,
Mrs.
Oliver
agement
of
all
land
and
upon
or

play will be produced oh the eve
as
citizens.
Pyke,
missionaries from China.
Holden.
ganization of the soil conservation
nings of Dec. 5 and 6.
By Expert—Knox-Lincoln district,
There was an attendance of 11S,
The questions to be asked will
Knox and Lincoln farmers
eight ministers.
cover the class of structure, whether
Counties Forming District will be provided free technical as including
A
very
helpful
meeting was en
or not it is a dwelling or commer
World Community
sistance in solving land problems.”
joyed by all.
cial structure; the type of foundaWith organization plans now in
Mrs. John H. Andrews,
tion; whether or not there is a full progress in Knox and Lincoln
President.
The Day Will Be Observed In Maine’s Sardine Pack Nearly or partial floor in the basement; counties for the formation of the
the
type
of
walls;
the
type
of
conKnox-Lincoln
Soil
Conservation
the Congregational Ves
Two Million Cases Ahead struction of the dwelling itself; District, farmers have been asking
About 164,000,000 1 »cai telephone
calls
were made daily in the
Fine
Service
Held
By
Augusta
the
type
of
extra
rim,
if
any;
type
Soil
Conservation
Service
officials
try Friday
Of 1945
United States in 1946.
of roof; type of roofing used, not working in other parts of the State
District Women’s Society
An invitation is extended to all
Alaska’s poorest salmon season the trade name but the type, the question, “What is Soil ConRockland women to attend a serv in two decades and one of the 'whether woed. asbestos, tile slate, servation?”
With 115 Present
ice in observance of World Com greatest California tuna catches in «tc-I type of floors, hard wood, i, According to Howard Forsythe,
munity Day, to be held in the history highlighted the
nations softwood, tile, etc.; type of par- District Conservationist at Belfast Augusta District Woman’s Society
Congregational vestry, Friday at fishing
industryas it swung into Utions, whether frame or masonry; soil conservation is proper use and of Christian Service met in Cox
2.30.
the final quarterof 1946
produc- finish of interior walls, whether care of the land. it means using Memorial
Church,
Hallowell, DRAIN WORK, NEW SEWERS,
The Rockland branch of the tion.
plaster or wall board; manner of the land to produce the greatest Oct.30.
CLOGGED SEWERS
United Council of Church Women,
The members attending from the
Milton C. James, assistant di- heating; lighting; plumbing.
j amounts of the things most needSEPTIC TANKS
in sponsoring this service, is con rector of the Fish and Wildlife The number of rooms
and the ed. and at the same time protect- Camden group were Mrs. Arthur
CESSPOOL
WATER PIPES
tinuing a movement starteJ four Service, said that extremely low number of stories will also be ^8 it so it will not lose its produc- Walker, secretary; Mrs. Annie
years ago to encourage Protestant production in several major fisher- nsked as well as the land use and tiveness
CEMENT WORK
The conservation meas- Thomas, treasurer; Mrs. Rose Nor
women to work together for a ies sent the pack of canned fish in the type of refrigeration.
j ures used are being constantly im- wood, member; Mrs. John H. An
REPAIRS CELLAR WALLS
more Christian world ord*.-.
the United States and Alaska dur-. The entire sheet, which the1 proved by careful research at Soil drews. president; and Mrs. Henry
Call—
Those taking active part in this ing the first nine months of 1946 canvasser will carry, can be Conservation Experimeiit Stations Beukelman, recording secretary of
service are Mrs. John 6 Lowe, wor down to
386,580.600 pounds, 8 checked off ln a matter of five throughout the country, to meet the Augusta District.
S. E. EATON
ship chairman; Mrs. Carl Moran, percent below last year.
The program opened in charge
minutes and the survey is com-j different soil problems.
“All land
ROCKLAND
TEL.
1187-R,
Mrs. Angelica Glover and Mrs. A
The pack on Sept 30, 1945, was pieted.
is not alike.” continues Forsythe of Mrs. Willard McLean. Devo
86 T(
G. Hempstead, leader. The usher 421,562.700 pounds.
-------■
■ — “andJ each
field or acre must be of tions were conducted by Mrs. Willey,
“The decline occurred in spite of use for the things it is best suited
high production of California tuna j to produce, and protected according
and Maine sardines, and is largely to its needs.”
FOR SALE
due to the failure of the Alaska | All measures that help keep the
salmon fishery, the Albacore fish- land productive are tools of conDo You Want a
ery off Washington and Oregon, servation. Terraces, contour plantand the Pacific sardine fishery,”; ing, strip cropping, diversion ditJames said.
I ches, organic matter, grass, crop
Military discharges, copied and
“Unless there is an unexoected rotations, fertilizer, legumes, shrubs
printed in sizes suitable for
With Bath. Nice Location.
See All the Islands In Penobscot Bay and
improvement in fishing for Pacific trees, drainage if land is too wet,
Veterans Bureau, employer and
I Have One For Sale
school application use; also sardines, there is little chance that and irrigation if it too dry’—all of
Mt. Desert By Moonlight
production will equal that of 1945.” them are conservation tools. It is
pocketbook sizes.
Inquire At
Two
Large
28-Passenger
Heated Planes Will Be Used
Maine sardine canninig, spurted conservation whether the practices
Copies made ov any document.
in
August
and
September
to
bring
are
used
separately
or
together.
In
Birth Certificates, Marriage Cer
271 Limerock Street,
Flight Will Be in the Air For One Hour
the nine-month Dack to 2,123,222 other words, soil conservation in
tificates, Records from the family
cases.
ahead
of
the
Sept.
30,
1945,
eludes
any
and
all
measures
that
Bible,
Legal
Documents,
etc.
Price $3.00
or Tel. 806-J
pack of 1.953,216 cases
I wil make the land produce more
24 HOUR SERVICE
TAKE OFF AT 8.00 P. M.—WEATHER PERMITTING
88-90
Production of canned sea herring without damaging it.
Persons living outside Rock
RESERVATIONS ONLY
in Maine was 75,240 cases as | gome of the soil troubles that
land may send by registered mail. against 78,500 in 1945. The pack conservation helps prevent are: (1)
Original and copies returned the of Atlantic ma kerel, on the other Topsoil washing or blowing away,
next day by same method C.O.D. hand, was 203.949 cases, about j <2) Covering good land with erofour times the 1945 production? sjon debris, (3) Exhaustion of plant
SIDNEY L. CULLEN
The Pacific mackerel season, which food fn the soil by over-cropping
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
reaches
its peak in the last months afid leaching, (4) Accumulation of
ROCKLAND. ME. •
of the year, by Sept. ?0. was 195.225 toxic salts< ,5) Too much watercases, an increase of 55,000.
I wet lands. (6) Lack of water, (7)

Court Is In Session

JUST ARRIVED

Lost To Brunswick

Volume 101.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Number 89

But Rockland High Played a Hears From a Native South
erner About the Negro’s
Whale Of a Game Against
Problems
Stronger Team

City Employes Will Profit By Will Represent Knox County Names Of the Candidates
On Basketball Surface
Who Will Be Voted On
System Which Started
This Winter
December 2
November 1
4

FIVE CENTS A COPY

NATIVE EGGS WANTED
SWIFT & CO.
TEL. ROCKLAND 673

Tells What It Is

NO CHARGE FOR EMPTY CASES

77-tf

lllllllllllllllllll

Fruit 0( the Sea

Met In Hallowell

IMPORTANT!

NOW Is The Time!

Annual Aerial Membership Roundup
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 10
All 1947 Membership Cards of Knox County Legion
Posts Will Be Flown To Waterville By

.

Capt. “Bill” Wincapaw, Veteran Pilot

“Let’s Say It With Membership Cards”
Chester A. Arbo, Commander Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt Post,
No. 1. Rockland
Colon Winslow, Commander Woodcock-Cassie-Coombs Post
No. 18, Vinalhaven
Edward P. Prescott, Commander War Memorial Post No. 30,
Camden
Ralph E. Cline, Commander Kinnev-Melquist Post No. 34,
Tenant’s Harbor
James Carney, Commander Williams-Brazier Post No. 37,
Thomaston
Roger P. Farris, Commander Storer-Collins-Harding Post No. 110,
.
Union
Plane Leaves Airport, Ash Point, 10.00 A. M.

SIX-ROOM HOUSE

MOONLIGHT PLANE RIDES

PHOTOSTATIC
COPIES

NOVEMBER 8 AND 9

Call Rockland 1435

HELP WANTED
STITCHERS, CLEANERS, INSPECTORS

COME TO

Experienced and Learners

The Country Store

GOOD EARNINGS, STEADY WORK

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 13

Apply

Afternoon and Evening
LOBSTER SALAD SUPPER
will be served from 5.00 to 7.00
Make Your Reservations Early

J. B. Pearson Company

COMMUNITY BUILDING

THOMASTON, MAINE
85-tf

Auspices Women's Auxiliary
St. Peter's Church
89-lt

WARNING!

GRANGE FAIR

Monroe Island, by decision of
the Tax Assessors of the Town of
Owl’s Head, is NOT wild land.
Trespassers will be prosecuted to
the full extent of the law. A
hunting or trapping license does
not allow you to trespass.

WHITE OAK GRANGE
NORTH WARREN

Signed by the owner,
ANTHONY FAUNCE.
)

89*T”95

SATURDAY. NOV. 9
BAKED BEAN SUPPER

5.30 P. M. Onward
Adults 75c, Children 50c
BEANO With Nice Prizes
Grand Prize Dancing
89-lt
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TH ICE-A-WEEK

»

look Review

“Three Witnesses,” a novel by
Sjoerd Leiker, Published by Querido, Inc., New York.
If one likes a purely psychological
story, he finds it In this peculiar,
but stirring novel. You are taken to
the Netherlands.
This northern province of this
country, Friesland, is in reality a
rich agricultural section where
much prosperity is found, along
with poverty.
Here is found much superstition
and subtle argument which brings
into play much skill. The real
character in the tale comes to light
through evidence taken from three
witnesses, who live with fear, and
yet fascination from this dominated
life.
The three dominated are, one
might say, of the neurotic class—
yet one of the three, a parson, has
some degree of intelligence. This
is a new writer for our land in re
cent years, and is a magazine and
newspaper follower as well as a busy
compiler of books. We will see more
of him and his clear clever think
ing. A compelling queer mixup one
will find and follow.
Kathleen S. Fuller.

“Alexander II. Stephens,” author
Rudolph Von Abele. Published by
Alfred IH. Knopf, New York.
This is an authoritative biography
of the outstanding Southern states
man and leader who became Vice
President of the Confederacy, and
Georgia’s long-time honored lawyer.
This story, so long needed to clear
up points never understood by the
North, at least, is a great contribu
tion to history, and is an excellent
piece of scholarship in the telling
A fresh and authoritative story of
mature thought unbiased and im
portant facts are found here which
need airing. The name Stephens,
spelled in this way turns from the
Welsh family of this name which
came early to this country and was
from the mining district’s first setling in Pennsylvania in the mining
country.
Making use of a number of many
unpublished documents this book
gives a broader focus of the work
ings of this really great man’s mind,
and his attitude toward the Civil
War and what it spelled to the fu
ture of our nation.
Here we find the true psychology
of leadership and have much em
phasis can be placed on the enenvironment and pressure imposed
from surroundings.
This character study has been
too long held Back from the general
public. The author has a back
ground of authority in his train
ing and thought deductions. A
worth while book to study.—Kath
leen Stephens Fuller.

Bobbi-Kars Coining

TWICE-A-WEEK
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Frank Taylor, Of Thomaston,
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
To Be Exclusive Dealer
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846 In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
For Knox County
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
The Bobbi-Car Sales Company
Subscriptions $400 per year, payable in advance; single copies five cents. of Maine, who represent the Bcbfei
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
i —------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------- Motor Car Corporation in the dis
tribution of the new Bobbi-Kar in
the State of Maine, has appointed
[EDITORIALl
Frank Taylor of Thomaston, as -its
Whether or net they were stayed with
exclusive dealer for Knox County.
STUFFING
flagons. New Yorkers last Winter failed of
Work preliminary to the produc
JACKET
being comforted with apples, for the apple
tion
of four models, nanr.-j. con
POCKETS
crop was a lamentably small one and the
vertible
coupe, package car. sedan,
big baked apple vanished frcm restaurant
and station wagon, is progressing
menus, placing more of strain on the humble, overworked
prune and the more exotic tinned apricot. It is good news
that this Winter will be different pcmologically. The State
Department of Agriculture reckons an apple crop that will
total more than 14,000,000 bushels—some seven times greater
than the meager harvest of 1945.
The apple has been said by philosophers to be a man’s
fruit, but this masculine assignment might be accounted fcr
by the fact that every philosopher was once a boy. There
never was a boy, we think, but loved apples, green or ripe,
windfalls or the tep of the barrel. And there never was a boy
who, like a famous New England apple lever, was not capable
of stuffing both jacket pockets, eating one from each side and
BITLER
thus keeping in Juicy balance.
Such pocket stuffing was a pleasant selective process in
CAR & HOME SUPPLY
the days of old farm orchards offering apples of wide diversity
470
MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
in color and flavor. Today's commercial orchards are serried
rows of McIntosh, Wealthy, Northern Spy and ether standard
varieties best known, well liked and easiest ma’keted. But
old New England home trees, thick trunked and big houghed,
now almost extinct, bore fruit not for sale today—Roxbury
Russets, Vandeveers, Porters ano many other sorts of remem
bered munchings. Some fortunate farms had trees of the
Black Spitzenberg, an apple as lovely to look upon as to eat
—darkly red enough to earn its name and having a spicy
flavor setting it apart from any less orient-hued fruit.
No boy, of course, would refuse to cram his pockets teday
with McIntosh or Northern Spy. No man would shuna a
piece of het apple pie because it could not be made from Candeveer or Spitzenberg. But old memories and ‘old flavors
linger on In a good apple year like this.—Herald Tribune.

very satisfactorily. The prices are
tentatively set at $500 and $600.
f.o.b. Birmingham, Alabama, sub
ject to OPA approval.
The Bobbi Motor Car Corporation
states that It expects to deliver
demonstrators by the end of Janu
ary, 1947, and that thereafter the
expected production will be 800
cars a day.
It Is estimated that the BobbiKar will have a speed of 65 mles
per hour, and will run 45 miles to
a gallon of gasoline.
The Bcbbi-Car Sales Company
of Maine will soon open Its local
distributorship office in the State.
Its Ch cago cffice is located at 106
West Madison street.

WASHINGTON
Miss Ruth Grierson and Miss Ra
mona McLain of Waldoboro were
invited guests Navy Day aboard the
U.3.S. P. C. 564docked at the Naval
Station in Rockland in observance
cf Navy Day celebration. rhey
were dinner and supper guests of
the Ch ef.
Sight-seeing aboard
the ship was enjyoed and they were
escorted .by Jo&ph Bitterly of New
York, and William Meterand, of
Wisconsin.
Roberif Grierson and son Robert,
Henry Sainio. Fred Keene, and son
Fred, Duane Howlett and “Bill’’
Ryan, have gone to Bucksport for
a few days on a hunting trip.

PRE-HOLIDAY SPECIAL

When The Courier-Gazette went to
REPUBLICAN press today it was snowing in the other
47 States of the Union—snowing election
VISIBILITY
ballots in what pr omises to be the great
IS GOOD
est victory since the late President Roose
velt took over. Both sides are claiming that they will be vic
torious, but that is true of every election. The most signifi
cant phase of the situation is the fact that the Democratic
leaders have thoroughly muzzled President Truman and are
trying to build up their faltering hopes by resurrecting the
speeches of his worthy predecessor.
The Gallup Poll had Its final say in yesterday's news
papers and it shews that 58 percent of the voters stand for the
Republican Congressional candidates. Says Dr. Gallup: “This
country has not witnessed a Republican surge of such propor
tions since the 20s, when the G.O.P. Could count on heavy
majorities in the House of Representatives.’’
With the recapture of the House of Representatives prac
tically a foregone conclusion there is hone on the part of
the Republicans that they may win enough Senatorial seats
to take over, or at least tie, that branch of Congress. From
the standpoint of conservatism, this, of course, is mostly wish
ful thinking.
The final polls on New York and Ohio are naturally inter
esting because of the fact that they are the home States of
two potential presidential candidates. In New York Gov. Dewey
is credited with 61 percent of the vote, and in Ohio former
Gov. Bricker is credited with 60 percent. In Massachusetts
there are quite positive claims that Senator Walsh will defeat
former Senator Lodge and that Gov. Tobin will be re-elected.
Meantime we, here in Knox County, will watch Connecticut,
to see how fares the fortunes of Wilbert Snow, running for
Governor on the Democratic ticket.

WEST ROCKPORT

The Tuesday Club met recently
with Miss May Fogler for a chic
ken supper.
Last Tuesday mem
bers met with Mrs. Evelyn Merri
field for the first time in her new
home. She was given a utility
shQwer of articles for her home.
The Mt. Pleasant Grange is
sponsoring a Halloween social to be
held at the Engine hall Friday
night Everyone is welcome.
The water company is at work
preparatory to laying a main from
the residence of Miss Viola Mank
to supply the new residence to be
built by Ralph Thurston.
Harvey Lunden and brother,
Charlie Lunden of Pleasantville arc
on a hunting trip down East. A
party consisting of Jorn Lane, Sr.,
Kenneth Lane, and Henry Hast
ings also left over the week -end
on a hunting trio.
Ralph Thorndike, who has been
confined to his home by illness, is
somewhat improved.

Looking ahead to Christmas, and do
you realize that it is only seven weeks
away, government officials are predicting
a sales volume 10 percent greater than
last year’s record holiday buying, with the
dollar value from 20 to 25 percent higher. It will pay you to
be early in making the purchases, in order that you may have
the best stock to select frcm, and avoid that last minute crush.

WHY YOU
SHOULD
SHOP EARLY

While the country Ls rife with precicLISTEN
tions of Republican success in today’s elecTO THIS
tions, Maine has an optimist who foresees
MAN!
an increase of Democratic majorities in
both branches of Congress and a Demo
cratic victory in Maine two years hence. Who is this brave
bucko? None other than James A. McVicar, new chairman of
the Democratic State Committee. Gosh!

THIS AD WORTH 25% TO YOU
PRICES ON PERMANENTS $7.50 UP
“Feminine hair was worn shorter this last sum
mer,’’ states Al. “However, a woman’s hair need
not be cut short if the coiflFure effect is one of short
ness.
The length recommended by the American
Hair Design Institute is a medium-short length of
five to six inches.
This length is ideal for most
women, since it can easily be adapted to any style
most becoming to the individual. And that’s what
counts.”
You must bring this ad to get discount,
good until November 9.

Offer

ALS HAIRDRESSING SALON
284-286 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 826

“If Your Hair-Do Is Not Becoming To You, You
Better Be Coming To Us.”
83-T-tf

ANNOUNCEMENT!
We take great pleasure in announcing that
FRANK TAYLOR

W
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19 Broadway, Thomaston, Maine
has been appointed exclusive dealer for ,
Knox County of the Bobbi-Car

»

-

Matching
A

^ Wedding Bands
for Bride and Groom
Perfectly mated . . . these match
ing rings say “Mr. and Mrs.” with
the same enduring quality as love
itself. Come in now and see our
large collection of handsome,
richly carved Wedding Bands for
him and her.

SULKA
fcyJFI I I H1I*
1I1UIUUIHV

TERMS ARRANGED

Burdell’s Dress Shop—Two piece,
all wool dresses, can be worn as
suits. Black and colors. Sizes 10
to 23. Specially priced,. $19.75.—
89-lt

S..<-

To each his own

A

THOMASTON

Orient Lodge. FAM., will bs in
spected tonight by DD.GM. James
M. Williams of South Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. George Harlow
were guests over the week-end in
Somerville, Mass , to attend the
Chadwick-Blondell wedding.
Mrs. William Vinal is a surgical
patient at Miles Memorial Hos
pital, Damariscotta,
"
Virgil Young, Karl Stetson. Wal
ter Delano and Gi bert Delano
went Sunday to Westley on a
weeks’ hunting trip.
The Pythian Circle will meet
Friday at 139 at the club room of
the K.P. hall. Sewing is being done
for the Christmas fair whkh is to
be held Dec. 3.
Mr. and Mrs. John Hewett who
have been visiting in Providence,
and Portland for several weeks, retured home Friday.
Donald Railly. a student at Colby
College, spent the week-end with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Carroll
Reilly.
Mr and Mrs. Robert Nash of
Ash Point were dinner guests
Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. George
Harlow.
The Federated Church will hold
Its annual harvest supper tonight
at 6 o'clock in the church vestry.
The Contract Club met Friday
afternoon with Mrs. James Creigh
ton. High score went to Mrs Fred
Overlock, second to Mrs. William
Boynton and third to Mrs Arthud
Elliot. Miss Anna Dill ng ham will
entertain the club next Friday.
Mrs. Thelma Everett will enter
tain the Pythian Sisters tonight at
7 o'clock at her home on Ludwig
street. Miss Jane Miller will show
movies.
Lawrence Kangas who is attend
ing the University of Maine spent
the week-end with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Walno Kangas.
John Melquist, son of Mrs.
Henry Melquist, entertained a
group of friends Thursday after
noon at his home on Wadsworth
street at a Halloween party. Those
present were Lawreston Crute,
Patty Wadsworth, Wayne Sawyer,
John Miller, Terry Vique, David
Wolfe, all of this town and Karen
Anderson of Long Cove. Refresh
ments were served and Halloween
decorations were used for the table.
An Armistice Day program will
be held in the auditorium of the
High School Friday at 2.30. War
den Francis M. Cabe will represent
the American Legion with a speech.
An original play, “Sue Pays Her
Debts,’ *written and directed by
Gaye Stetson, will be presented
The cast consists of Arlene Ander
son, Nelson Torrey, Hope Paulsen,
Keith Walker, Gaye Stetson,
Thomas Bell and Vera Chapman.
The assembly will be ended by
group singing by the entire student
body.
The U. S. Civil Service Commis
sion announced a substitute clerkcarrier examination for (substitute)
appointment at the Tljpmaston
Post Office. The rate of pay is
$1.04 an hour for substitutes. In
creases are given according to the
length of service. Appointments to
vacancies in the regular force are
made according to seniority. All
persons who are interested in a
career in the Post Office should ob- j
tain the necessary application Term
from the local secretary of the
Soard of Civil service Eaminers at |
the Post Office and mail it to the
Reg onal Director, First U. S.
Civil Service Region, Post Office &
Courthouse Building, Boston 9,
Massachusetts not later than the
closing date for receipt of appli
cations.
Eighteen members and guests of
the Baptist Choral Society journeyed
to Togus Recently and presented
a musical program in the auditori
um there. As a unit of the State
Federation of Music Clubs, the
Choral Society contributed this
event for the Music Service Com
mittee , cf whicn the choral di
rector, Mrs. Grace M. Strout, is a
member, complimenting the boys at
the Veterans' Administration Fa
cilities.

tlUtvl

BOBBI-CAR

Sensational New Car Being Manufactured in Birmingham, Ala.

Prices are tentatively set at $500.00 to $600.00
F. 0. B. Birmingham
45 Miles to the Gallon—65 Miles Per Hour
Frank Taylor is authorized to accept orders now for future
delivery. Cars will he delivered in the order in which orders arc
received by the dealer.
WATCH FOR THE BOBBI-CAR

BOBBI-CAR SALES CO. OF MAINE

DluJ,

105 West Madison Street,

Chicago

2,

Illinois
89-lt

Cheese Which Ages
And Combines Uniformity Of
Flavor — Produced By
Kraft Foods Co.
Natural American cheese which
ages in its own transparent wrap
per and combines uniformity of
flavor, convenience and economy
soon will be available to consum
ers everywhere.
Th ck rinds, flaky paraffin and
cheese cloth bandages are eliminated
in this new type of American
cheese, eliminating also much of
the fuss and bother of trimming
and handling which is characteris
tic of the old styles.
Produced in 10-pound units, this
new style of cheese is already
available in many markets and
production is being stead iy ex
panded, according to John H.
Kraft, president of the Kraft Focds
Company which is making and dis
tributing the product. The com
pany had the cheese ready for distr.bution in 1941 but wartime de
mand necessitated holding up pro
duction, Mr. Kraft said.
"Development of this size and
style ofcheese Ls one of the most
important steps in this history of
Amcr can cheese manufacture, ’ Mr.
Krait declared. “It means the reta.l grocer will have available to
consumers a high quality natural
cheese, made from pasteurized milk,
which has practically all the con
venience, ease of handling and
waste-free characteristics of pro
cessed cheese in loaf form.”
Many cheesemaking, packag.ng
and curing problems had to be
solved before full production could
be started for the ten-pound sizes.
The old method of American cheese
production was to make the cheese
In sizes ranging up to 80 pounds.
The cheese cloth bandage was ap
plied and the cheese dipped in
molten wax. When it reached the
consumer, the cheese was cut into
irregular-sized shapes, slices or

Tuesday-Frl

chunks, inconvenient to handle both turning out this cheese in quantity
and additional plants are being
for the retailer and the consumer. converted as fast as wrapping and
The new product is pressed into ether equ pment can fce obtained.
its rectangular snape and packed
Only about one percent of the
right in the factory, w th the band
ages and paraffin eliminated. It goods removed from the Nether
cures with little or no rind, which lands by the Germans during the
means a minimum of trimming war has been recovered.
when it is sliced for sandwiches,
Unemployment in E re has in
cut for desert or placed on a piece
creased only slightly since the war
of pie.
A number of production units are ended.

TALK OF T

Nov. 7—Glen Cove
"Penobscot View Ore
Nov. 8- World Com
Ice at. Congregational
Nov. 0- Limerock
meets with St Geo:
Nov. 11—Arm:
Nov. 11—Armls tnP
Nov. 13—“Count rv
munity Bul’dlng
Nov. 19 Eiltor . f
dr-s'-es Yoting Adu.
odist Church
Nov. 20- Thoma-■Circle bazaar at M.
Nov. 21 — Cong:
fair.
Nov. 21—Monthly
tlst Men’s League.
Nov, 22—Junior Prt
Nov. 28—Thanksgi
Nov. 29—Sea s
Ball at the Comm .
Dec 2—City elect!
Dec. 4—Meeting

BIG AMATEUR NIGHT
FOR KNOX COUNTY
Friday, November 8—8.15 P. M.

Garden Club.

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING

Dec. 5-e—Senior (
Sbice Eve.”
Dec. 25—Christina

Cash Prizes, $25, $15, and $10

Dr. James Kent,
cer reports eight
fever in th s city. <
free
from
diseases.

Those wishing to compete in this contest may send
their names to 18 RANKIN STREET, ROCKLAND

Rockland Soriet
of Hearing meets
noon, with Miss
Thcmaston, for a
c al session. Ail int
come.

TEL. 1477-J, or 254-RK
PRICES: Spectators, 65c; Children, 10c, tax inrl.

89-lt

Opportunity Cl
Thursday night .«
Mrs. Ethel Colburn,
street. A la’:
sired and members
attend in costume i

ADVENTURES IN FLAVOR

The district boa
Townsend' National
Inc., will be held Si
M. C. A. in Camden,
served at 1 o’clock a
will be at 2.31
come.

From All Over the World
Add a new thrill to your cooking with these

fine spices

I)

WANT
Man or woman u i
nish regular convi
Bog Road to Benn<
Distance of home
about two miles. At

A GIFT OF GOOD TASTE
Supt. of

By Griffith

Rock

$3.50

MRIN ST HHR.DLUFIRE o.
PAINTS-STOVES • KITCHENWARE
"FORMERLY VCAZICS"

& • 744IMAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

I

2b°/

I

t
The Rexall

ECONOMY CLOTHES SHOP
U. S. ARMY RUGGED

WORK
SHOES

A

MEN’S JERSEY

QQ

REG. PRICE
$5.98

hh

g

_

SOCKS
BOYS’

8 OZ. SANFORIZED

Dungarees^ .79
FULL CUT

PHONE 7|

9 CLAREMONT
ROCKLAND,

MEN’S 50% WOOL
HEAVY
BUFFALO
PLAID

BOYS’
HAND-SEW ED

Moccasins 0.29

SIZES
9ti to 54______

MEN’S
EXTRA HEAVY
100% VIRGIN WOOL
BUFFALO
PLAID

SHIRTS
UNLINED TOI’^GRAIn’
LEATHER

MITTENS

1 .39

38-INCH SHEEPSKIN'
LINED

COAT

CARL M. STIlj
I.ADY ASSIST
24 HOUR AM BU
SERVK 'll

SHIRTS

9 to 12

MOC. BACK
LOW PRICE

CQc

DRESS
GLOVES^
PART WOOL

100r; NEW WOOL
WHITE
ATHLETIC

RUSS
Funeral

Q

Rubberized Shell, ■!
Large Mouton
Collar. Reg. Value
$25,00

BURP
Funeral

Hunting Coats
HEAVY—6 POCKETS
tCKET
RUBBER INNERI LINING
LINT

Full Length
Fully Lined

TELS. 390—11
110-112 LIMERO
ROCKLAND.

12

I "J.92

Ambulance S

SPECIAL LOW PRICE
BROWNS

BEACH

COATS
W ITH COLLAR

A Worldwide

—EXTRA SPECIAk100% WOOL
EXTRA HEAVY
NEW KHAKI

Reading f |
Thanksgivii

PANT

Christmas w<l
fostered by
American Bib/|

fi

$7.98 Grade

defy
MEN’S HEAVY
SHAKER KNIT

Sweaters
ALL WOOL
CONTENTS
NAVY, MAROON

NE W~W OOL
BEAUTIFUL
MULTIPLAID

SHIRTS

14

fi

to 17

COTTON PLAID

FLANNEL <f .79
SHIRTS *

D

14 to 17

1fHITE

Overalls
SANFORIZED
FULL CUT
36 to 46
LOW’ PRICE
WlttYtMWt
WOULtMfUVtD

ECONOMY CLS°„TOHPES
435 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

for men and boys
87-r-tf

day-Frlday
cheese in quantity
plants are being
t as wrapping and
can be obtained.

Tuesday-Friday

TALK OF THE TOWN

ie percent of the
from the Netherermans during the
(covered.

In E re has inIhtly since the war

?. M.

Nov. 7--Glen Cove: Booster Night at
Penobscot View Orange
Nov. 8- World Communl'y Dav serv
ice at. Congregational vestry (2.30 p m )
Nov. 9—Limerock Valley
Pomona
meets with St. George Grange
Nov. 11—Armistice Day.
Nov. 11—Arm Is ice Bail.
Nov. 13— "Country Store" at Com
munity Bul’ding
Nov l» E1ltor of Zien's Herald addr-s'es young Adult Group at Meth
odist Church
Nov. 20—Thomaston: Eastern Star
■Circle bazaar at Masonic Temple.
Nov. 21 — Congregational Church
zair.
21—-Monthly meetThg of Bap
tlst Men s League.
”
«0V
Prom at High School.
Nov 28—Thanksgiving Dav
3°°^ Thanksgiving
Ball at the Community Building
Dec. 2—City- election.

01

o2f™

UILDING

$10
st may send
ROCKLAND

ix inc).
83-It

h these

The Scout Leaders’ Association
met Friaay night at the home of
Dr. Richan. Plans were made foi
a Knox County District outdoor
-ally to be held at Union Pair
Grounds Monday, Nov. 11. Rock
land troops will leave in time tc
arrive at the Pair Ground by 1C
a. m. All Scouts will take dinner
to cook, piece of line fcr tieing
knots, and will wear full uniform
It was dec ded to .hold anothei
Court of Honor in December. The
next meeting will be held at the
Sea Scout Building cn Dec. 6
Vice Piesident Robert Smith pre
sided over this meeting.

A c rcle supper will be served at
the Congregational Church vestry,
Wednesday at 6.15 with L. B. Cook
and H. B. Bird, co-chairmen.
Pvt. Harold M. Chaples has re
turned to camp after spending a
16-day furlough at his home, £
Grace street place.

,he

A letter from Lt. Leon R. White,
Dec. 5-8—Senior Class play, ‘Ever
received Monday tells cf h's expec
Shire Eve.”
Dec. 25—Christmas.
tation to leave Japan for the States
(San Francisco) within the next
Dr. James Kent, city health offi few days.
cer reports eight cases of scarlet
Mrs. Hugh A. Bain, who has been
fever in th s city, which, however, is
free
from
other
contagious spending the Summer in Rockland
leaves tomorrow for her home in
diseases.
R.verside, Calif.

Rockland Society for The Hard
of Hearing meets Thursday after
noon, with Miss Helen Carr.
Thcmaston, for a business and soc al session. All interested are wel
come.
Opportunity Class will meet
Thursday night at the home of
Mrs. Ethel Colburn, 65 Ncrth Main
street. A large attendance Ls de
sired and members are requested to
attend in costume if possible.

OR

Former Chief of Police Lawrence
Mansfield, and Mrs. Mansfield, are
down from Salem, Mass., for a
week’s vacation. They are guests
at the Thorndike Hotel.
Mrs. Kathleen S. Fuller is spend
ing the week in Boston, guest of
Major and Mrs. Talbct Aldrich.

Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence W. John
ston (Jeanette Saunders) left Mon
day for Los Angeles, where they
will make their home for an in
The district board .meeting of definite per od.
Townsend^ National Recovery Plan.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick H. Cates
Inc., will be held' Sunday at the Y.
M. C. A. in Camden. Dinner will be observed their silver wedding anni
served at 1 o’clock and the meet ng versary Saturday with a host of
will be at 2.30. Everyone is wel neighbors and friends calling at the
house during the day. The couple
come.
were married by Rev. B. P. Browne,
then pastor cf the F rst Baptist
Chuich of Rockland. Mrs. Cates is
the former Ella T. Comins of South
Orrlngton. The couple have three
children, Donald Cates and Miss
Man or woman with car to fur Mary Cates of Rockland and Mrs.
Eileen Harden of Benningtonf Va.
nish regular conveyance from
Mr. Cates, veteran cf World War 1,
Bog Road to Benner Hill School.
s new serving his third year as Di
Distance of home from school rector cf Public Works for the C,ty
of Ro.kland.
about two miles. Apply to—

WANTED

R. B. LUNT,
Supt. of Rockland Schools.

89-92

Tonian Circle will meet in the
vestry of the Universalist Church
Wednesday night, following the
circle supper to tack quilts with Mrs
Sad e Stimpson and Miss Margaret
Nutt as hostesses.

Mrs. A. J. Nichcls spent the week
end in Portland, guest of her sister,
Mrs. Houston Long. Mrs. Nichols
ind Mrs. Long, attended a banquet
it the Graymore Hotel, given
the Portland Nasscn Club to the
Alumni in the interest of Nasson
College expansion program.

The Rexall Store

25-T-tf

Burdell’s Dress Shop—Two piece,
all wool dresses, can be worn as
suits. Black and colors. Sizes 10
to 20. Specially priced,. $19.75.—
89-lt

CARL M. STILPIIEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701

The Rubinstein Cl’ib meets Fri
day night at the Congregational
vestry at 8 o’clock. The program
will be by the Gardiner Coral So
ciety.
Each member of the club
will be entitled to invite one guest.

Stephen G. Lawton, 56, of Rock
port has been appointed as Fire
Inspector of the City of Rocklaud
mu has commenced his duties
with the Fire Department. Inpector Lawton is a veteran of 25
years’ fire fighting service w th the
Prov.dence, R. I. department and
le'd the rank ot Captain for 19
years of that period, retiring som
years ago and' coming to
tockpoct to make his home.
4ore Talk of the Town on Page 6
BORN
Furlo—At Gould Ma ernlty Home
Jcuth Hope. Oct. 31. to Mr. and Mrs
Lntsnlo Furlo of Old Orchard, a 9on—
Anthony Joseph
Colson—At Rockland. Nov. 3. to Mr
ind Mrs. Edward Colson, a son -La
Forest Z.

DIED
Condon—At Friendship. Nov. 1 Mrs.
tan-dall J. Condon, widow of Randall
J. Condon, of Friendship, age 85 years.
Raymond—At Pcwnal. Oct. 29. Emma
3. Raymond of Vinalhaven, aged 61
.ears
MacFadden—At Rockland, Nov. 3
Warren J. MacFadden. age 76 years, 1
month. 15 days. Funeral Wednesday
it 2 o’clock
Burpee Funeral Home.
In'erment a: Achcm cemetery.
Pillsbury—At Minneapolis Minn.. Nov.
?. Eleanor Field Pillsbury, wife ot Al.red F. Pillsbury and daughter of the
’.ale Chief Justice Walbbrldge A
’ieid.

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memcry of Ada S. Gard
ner, who passed awaj’ Nov. i. 1930.
‘Today is a day of remembrance
And many sad regrets.
A day we shall always remember
When the rest of tne world forgets.
As we loved you. so we miss you.
In our memory you are always near;
Loved, remembered, longed for always.
For to us you were so dear."
Daughters, Mrs. Mattie Barter. Mrs.
Hazel Flanders.
£9*lt
IN MEMORIAM
Sgt. H Douglas Merrill passed away
Nov. 1. 1943.
What would we give
To clasp his hand
His happy face to see,
To hear his voice
And see his smile
That meant so much to us.
13* It
Mother, Father, and Sister.
CARD OF THANKS

I wish to expre.-s my sincere appretla Ion and thanks to Carroll Carter
■nd Clement Burns and all the others
who helped find me when I was lost
In the woods hunting last Saturday
Emily Stone.
Cushing.
*

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere
thanks to our friends neighbors and
relatives for their kind sympathy, and
many floral tributes during our re
cent bereavement. We also wish to
thank Dr Tuttle for his faithfulness
ind kindness.
The family of Mrs. Annie L. Ler
mond.
•

As Local Factory Representative
for the lovely dress line

“FASHION FROCKS’’
I carry the complete new line
ready to show
Thrilling styles you will be
delighted to see

MRS. CARL SPEAR
128 RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND
TEL. 137-R
89-lt

HEATING EQUIPMENT
FUEL OIL

Dr. Charles D. North will be away
from his office from Nov. 17 to
Nov. 24, inclusive.
89-lt

RUSSELL
Funeral Home

r WOO1,

9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
64-tf

BURNER SERVICE

Penobscot Bay Oil Co
49 MAIN ST. THOMASTON, ME.
TEL. THOMASTON 52-2

Beano party Friday night, G.AR
Hall, 7.30.
89*lt

Dance to Wayne's incomparable
music at Community Building Arx mistice night. Legion auspices—
free radio among other prizes—
Wayne Drinkwater's 12-piece band.
85-89
The famous fountain pen, ‘‘Parker
51” is in good supply at Daniels
Jewelers. Get yours today or any
business day, because Daniels is
open Wednesday afternoon. 79-ti

TEL ROCKLAND 1026
89-tf

JUNK WANTED
ALL KINDS
METALS. SCRAP IRON.
RAGS

MORRIS GORDON & SON
6

Visit Lucien K. Green & Sons,
second flocr, 18 School street. Odd
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate
prices.
lOtf

POCKETS
JER LINING

Visit Clinton F. Thomas, optome
trist, for a pair of good glasses. 492
Old County Road. Rockland, Me.
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 p. m., Mon
day, Wednesday and Saturday.
Phone 590. City.
lOtf

l)W PRICE

Rear Miller’s Garage
T SL. Rockland, Tel. 1012-W
72-tf

RUMMAGE SALE
AT
G.A.R. HALL. ROCKLAND

SATURDAY, NOV. 9
At 9.00 A. M.

.95

Heading from
Thanksgiving Io
Christmas will be

Fine Dutch Bulbs

fostered by The

FOR SALE
TULIPS
HYACINTHS
GRAPE HYACINTHS
DAFFODILS
NARCISSUS
CROCUSES

ciety.

PLAID

1

.79

uring the month that will be dedicated
to the Scriptures let us again search

this Book of Books for the inspired moral
TE

FAIR

vive.

AND, ME.
87-r-tf

Methebesec Club
Members Told That Only Way
To Learn Is Through
Study

Reasonably Priced
LUCIEN DEAN
321 OLD COUNTY ROAD
ROCKLAND
89‘lt

WE WILL BUY

READ THE ADS
THE TIMES /

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
TEL. 813-15
89*90

ONLY $36.50

Cambridge Stove Center

FOR SALE
Modern Eight-Room House and Garage.
Fine Location In Thomaston

TEMPLE BEANO

GOOD CLEAN USED CARS

THOMASTON. TEL. 192
ROCKLAND. TEL. 810
ROCKPORT. TEL. 2424

MILLER’S GARAGE

Every Wednesday and
Saturday

De SOTO, PLYMOUTH

At 8 P. M.—Public Invited
GOOD PRIZES

27-31 RANKIN ST, ROCKLAND

Sponsored by ILM.C.

66-T-tf

HAMBURG .. .. .. .. ..

(fully guaranteed)
Immediate Delivery

Davis Funeral Home

Dishes When the
Idea Struck Her
That with all this talk around,
about the scarcity of Bovs’ Snow
Suits, she’d better run into Greg
ory’s, where for some reason or
other. Scarcity of Snow Suits is
a word that’s scarce.

We have plenty of Snow Suits
in sizes from 3 to 10, priced—
$11.80, $12.60, $13.40, $14.00, $19.75
Also McGregi r Mountic Coats
for Boys, made from Cotton Gab
ardine, lined with Red Cotton
Flannel.
Sizes 4 to 14—$5.95
Sizes 14 to «0—$7.95

Warm Reversible Coats, with
heavy wool lining and detachable
hood.
Sizes 12 to 30—$16.50

ROCKLAND •
. AI n £ •

New York all the way up to
Presque Isle.
Pvt. Earl Hayford

Freak Lobsters
Jonesport Find Wants Match
With Stonington “Punk”
Possessing what experts term the
mo6t potent left in the business, a
splayed claw with a crusher on one
side and a pneer on the other,
Eunice, Maine’s latest freak lob
ster, believes she is in for a brilliant
future in the middle-weight pinch
ing game, and at present is under
going intensive training for a shot
at the championship.
“Give me a match with Eustace,
that three-clawed punk down at
Stonington,’’ growled Eunice, as she
packed up her flippers preparatory
to mov ng to Boothbay Harbor,
where she will occupy an aquarium
tank at the Sea and Shore Fish
eries lobster rearing station.
Caught in the waters at Jones
port, Eunice, prior to her shipment
to the rearing station, has been un
der the expert care of Sea and
Shore Fisheries Warden Herbert
Morang, Sr., of Jonesport.

Atw&uc,
----- -'A

uk

SAVMGSBONrS

Sheldon's)

Takes this opportunity to express its

appreciation to customers, both old

HOME-MADE SAUSAGE .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

TEMPLE HALL,
ROCKLAND

Back Nearer Home

She Was Washing the

LLOYD’S PHARMACY

ROCKVILLE ABATTOIR

88-89

792-794 MAIN ST.
CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS.
C. O. D.s Accepted
Wholesale and Retail
88-93

Commissioner Richard E. Reed
says that at the request of fisher
men of this vicinity he had ap
pealed to the United States Coast
Guard to place a whistling or bell
buoy cn Grand Manan shoals which
lie offshore about 30 miles from
Cutler Head. Reed said that Sena
tor Owen Brewster was supporting
his request which if granted should
do much to greatly increase the
product on of fish in this area.
In contacting the Coast Guard.
Reed told officials that at the pres
ent time it was difficult for even
older and more experienced flshermn to locat the shoals, especially
in thick weather and that the
younger fishermen would attempt
to fish in that area only on clean
days.
Establishment cf a buoy would
permit the fishermen to set their
gear on the shoals and neartoy areas
both Winter and Summer and would
give them a good point to set their
course fcr home port in case of
thi. k weather-or sudden storms, ac
cording to Reed. It would also
help in the recovery of lost gear,
he said.
The shoals are a treacherous
area and if prcperly buoyed would
open up a lot of productive fishing
grounds. Reed told the Coast
Guard. He also stated that at
pre ent the area presented a dan
gerous hazard to both fishermen
and their boats and gear.

and new, for their business the past

year, on the occasion of our

All Hand-Made Gifts

RANGE BURNERS

Reed Wants the Treacherous
Waters Safeguarded By
Whistling Or Bell Buoy

Pvt. Earl Hayford Trans

SPECIAL THIS WEEK AT THE

GUARANTEED

Grand Manan Shoals

The Methebesec Club met Friday
afternoon at the home of Mrs.
ferred From Texas To
Marguerite Perry. 26 members re
Ft. Slocum
sponding to the roll call. Two
guests were present.
Port Slocum, N. Y.,
The club voted $10 to be added to
Pvt. Earl Hayford, 11149539,
the Mary Perry Rich Educational
105th AAF-BU
Fund.
Fort Slocum, N. Y.
Mrs. Blodgett
the
president,
I can’t express how near to home
opened
the
program
saying,
“Women may not be people, but my copies of The Courier-Gazette
most assuredly they deserve to be have brought me even though
until they learn that study is the when reaching me down in Texas
only way to learn, it is the hardest ' they were several days old. Now
that I am this much nearer to
job in the world.”
She spoke in regard to a few of home they will be of even more
the important Republics in the j enojvment as I will get the news of
U.S8R Russia is a land of many the old home town that much
peoples, races, tongues and culture. quicker.
It really is wonderful to be up
The history of the present Soviet
here
in the North again and so
Union is one of repeated invasions,
some succeed’ng only in unifying near to home. I have been able to
the people against the invader, ail hear several o’ Bud Cornish’s pro
resulting in increased burdens for grams from WGAN and hear how
the plain people who were so busy the RHS football team is making
I always thought I would
finding their daily bread that out.
like
constant
■warm weather and
Russia’s vast natural resources
were never developed, and the en the country of the Southern States
tire country remained primarily but it is a priviledge to be able to
and fell all the
agricultural until after the Revolu see and ofsmell
nature in the Autumn
tion of 1917. It is probably one of wonders
up here in “God’s Country” again.
the richest lands in th? world.
is a wonderful base being on
Mrs. Mary Avery presented a anThis
island in Long Island Bound
paper on “Religion before and aft iust off from New Rochelle, N. Y.
er the Revolution. She referred to It is quite small but has everythin?
the 9th and 10th centuries when and the island is very well laid
Christian missionaries were pour out. The view out across and down
ing into Russia.
Mohammedans along Long Island reminds me of
t»o, were eager to spread their the view across towards the break
faith. In the year 987. the Grand water and the islands of North
Duke of Kiev and of all Russia, Haven and Vinalhaven.
sent envoys to neighboring coun
My schoolmate and buddy all the
tries to study their religions.
way until the completion of Basic
She said, “When Russia was at Training—Bob Achorn— is now at
tacked by Germany the Orthodox Radio operators School in Illinois
Church rallied to the support of I wish we could have been lucky
the Soviet government. In 1943. re- enough to stay together but we are
l'gion was officially restored in the sti’l bojh getting good deals.
Soviet Union, in a brilliant cere
At present I am a “Desk Jockey”
mony that was attended by Soviet working in The Adj. General’s
officials. Religion is not taught Files Section here in the First Air
in the schools in Russia ”
Corps Headquarters Building which
Capt. Mary Emery (retired) is in command of all the AAF
spoke to the members on her ex Posts from New Jersey through
periences during the 26 years she
served as an Army nurse. She tcld
how the Army Nurse Corps started
and' when. It was between the
Civil and Spanish wars that nurses
came into their own. Feb. 1, 19,01
the Army Nurse Corps was born,
and up to the present war, it was
the only corps of women belonging
lo the army. Capt. Emery joined
the Army during the First World
war. and though she had no over
(Formerly
seas duty she had many interest
ing and worthwhile experiences on
this side.

THURSDAY, NOV. 21

truths that must be recognized by all peo
ple in all countries if civilization is to sur

THES
IOP

Rita R. Oxton from Sidney M.
Oxton, Jr., -both of Rockland, mar
ried at Rockland Nov. 5, 1940. Bur
rows for libellant.
Fred T. Walker from Mona M. j
Walker, both of Rockland, married
it Rockland Aug. 8. 1942. Wilbur
.or libellant.
Richard W. Staples frem Estelle
M. Staples, both of Rockland, mar
ried at Rockland May 4, 1946. Wil
bur for libellant.
Merr 11 E. Thompson of Vinalha
ven from Esther E. Thompson of
Rockland, married at Pcrtiand Jan.
7. 1936. Wilbur for libellant.
Lillie M. Huntley from Freeland
H. Huntley both of Rockland, mar
ried at Rockland. Jan. 1, 1931. Wilzur fcr libellant.
Maynard L. Black of St. George
from Della F. Black of Walacboro,
married at Washington, De ember
19, 1938. Wilbur for 1 bellatr,
Doris M. Winchenbaugh from
Basil V. Winchenbaugh, both of
Rockland, married at Rcckland
Oct. 13, 1926. Wilbur for libellant.
Dorothy M. Beal from Calvin B.
Beal. Jr., both of Rockland, mar
ried at Rockland April 24, 1945.
Wilbur for 1 bellant.
Marjorie Call Salzedo from Carlos
Salzedo, both of Camden, married
at Roachdale, Indiana, April 21,
1928. Wi.bur for libellant
Francis R. Johnson from Inez L.
Johnson, both of Rocklano, mar
ried at Rcckland Sept. 29, 1941.
Wilbur for libellant.
Emma F. Jones from Charles R. L.
Jcnes, both of Cushing, married at
Newcastle Jan. 31, 1917. Wilbur for
libellant.

FRESH PORK, Al, Cuts

American Bible So

L

30, 1946. Burgess for libellant.
Man- E. Guptill of Rockland from
Leander Ouptill of Wesley, mar(Continued from Page One)
lied at Rockland, Nov. 17, 1944.
Burgess for libellant.
New Divoice Entries
Eleanor J. Randall cf Rockland,
Nearly 100 divorces are in order from Flcyd B. Randall of Camden,
for hearing at this term. The new married at Camden. Oct. 5, 1945.
jntries are:
Burgess for libellant.
Rcmro DfCelerico of Rockland
S las H. Curtis from Celia E.
from Agnes B. D Celeriro of Lynn, Curtis,
both of St. George, married
Mass., married at Lynn, Aug. 15, at Rockland.
July 30, 1941. Burgess
1922. Roberts for libellant.
li jellant.
Bertha V. Locke of (Rcckland from .orNathalie
J. Alley from Arthur J.
Paul H. Locke of Providence. R 1married at Fryeburg, June 25, 1938. Alley, both of Spruce Head, mar
ried at Rockland, Aug. 1. 1946. Bur
Wilbur for libellant.
Walter W. MaAuliffe of Rockland gess for libellant.
Percy L. Stanley from Carrie A.
from Virginia A. McAuliffe of I Stanley,
both of Rockland, mar
Cambridge
Mass., marr ed at ried at Rcckland,
Oct. 25, 1923.
Cambridge Jan. 24, 1943. Burgess
Burgess for libellant.
’or libellant.
Blanche Secotte of Camden from
Virginia E. Powers cf Hartford.
Ccnn.. from Eugene E. Powers of Edward F. Secotte of Rumfcrd,
at Rumford July 1. 1936.
Camden, married at South Port- married
ior 1 bellant.
and, Feb. 28, 1943. Wilbur for libel Perry
Samuel F. Batty from Mary El
lant.
Everol M. Bray of Thomaston len Batty, both of Camden, mar
rom Marcus Bray cf Cincinnati, ried at Norway, Sept. 19, 1937. Har
narr ed at Thcmaston, Nov. 4, 1944. mon for libellant.
Raymond F. Hart of Warren from
Wilbur for libellant.
Hattie
Hart of Rcckland, marAnnette N. Glover frem Samuel r ed at E. Rorkland
Feb. 17, 1943.
P. Glo-.er, both of Rockland, mar Harmon for libellant.
ried at Georgetown, Mass., April 6,
Rachel Lucille Flanders of Cam
.941. Bird for libellant.
from Nelson E. Flanders cf
Victoria M. Rafferty of Roikland den
Rockland,
married at Waldoboro,
from Carl F. Rafferty cf Erie. Pa., Oct. 17, 1944.
Edward) W. Bridgnarried at Dobb’s Ferry. N. Y. Oct. ham of Bath for
libellant.
31, 1942. Burrcws for libellant.
Marilyn R. Drish from Cec 1 E.
Roy H. Knott of South Thomas Drish,
both of Rockland, married
ton from Bess e A. Knott of parts
Rockland. May 24, 1946. Smaiiey
'unknown, married at Riverside. N. at
libellant.
J., Feb. 10, 1921. Burrows for libel forMaxine
P. Pease frem Winston R.
lant.
Pease,
both
of St. George, incrried
Harland B. Dinsmore from Mar at St. George,
July 8, 1942. Smal
garet Kent Dinsmore, both of ley
for
libellant.
Thomaston, married at Rockland,
V rginia C. Pendleton of St.
May 28 1945. Grossman for libel George
from Donald W. Pendleton
ant.
of
Thomaston,
at St.Gecrge
Gladys M. Hooper of Rockland Dec. 10. 1936. married
Smalley
for libelfrem Everett S. Hooper of parts
unknown, married at Portland July lnat.
Beatrice F. Underwood from
19. 1924. Wilbur for libellant.
William
Underwood, beth of
Laverne K. K nsey of Rockland Warren, K.
marred
at Cambridge,
rom Audrey F. Kinsey of Everett, Mass., March 15, 1929.
Butler for
’a., married at Rockland. Nov. 24.
libellant.
1943. Wilbur for libellant.
Cleophas J. Godin from Margaret
Rose G. Cobb of Rockland from
Gcdln. both of Rockland, mar
Sdward E. Cobb of Plainfield. N. H.
ried
at Portland, Feb. 14, 1942.
J., married at Portsmouth, N. J.,
June 10, 1937. Grossman for libel Grossman for libellant.
Dorothy Metcalf from Herbert
ant.
Norman 'Cecil Benner of Friend Met alf, both of Rockland, married
ship from Genevieve Benner of at Rockland. Sept. 4, 1943. GrossElizabeth, N. J., marr ed at Eliza- man for libellant.
Charles W. Wooster from Doro
ieth Feb. 4, 1943. Grcssman for
thy F. Wooster, both of Rockland,
dbellant.
Eleanor J. Randall of Rockland married at Rockland, Oct. 15, 1941.
from Flcyd B. Randall of Pitts Grossman for libellant.
Adelle M. Rees from Kenneth M
burgh. Pa., married at Camden,
Oct. 5, 1945. Burgess for libellant. Roes, both of Rockport, married at
Priscilla J. Taft of Rockland Portland, March 17. 1926. Grossfrom John A. Taft of Trenton, N. J., man fcr libellant.
Marion G. Parker from Benjamarried at Muskogee, Okla., Sept.
m n F. Parker, both of Rockland,
30,. 1942. Burgess fcr libellant.
Coraline P. Mathews of Camden married at Rockland, Oct. 15, 1945.
rom Arthur Y. Mathews of Tampa. Grossman for libellant.
Virginia E. McAuliffe of Cam
Fla., married at Deland, Fla.. Decbridge, Mass., frem Walter W. Mc
imoer 26, 1933.
Carolyn A. Davis of Camden from Auliffe of Rockland, married at
Ralph J. Dav.s of Camden, com- Cambridge. Jan. 24, 1943. Grossmorant of Cleveland, Ohio, mar man for libellant.
Luc lie C. Sprague from Robert
ried at Rockland, Feb. <11, 1939. iGillW.
Sprague, both of Rockland,
mor fcr libellant.
Mildred A. Fournier from Roy married at Rockland. April 20, 1946.
Fournier, both of Rcckland, mar Wilcur for libbellant.
Evelyn E. Kaler from Walter L.
ried Oct. 20, 1942. Burgess for
Kaler,
both of Rockland, married
libellant.
Ruth Eleanor Huntley from at Rockland, May 28. 1941. Wilbur
James Robert Huntley, both of for libellant.
Sylvia Q. Draper from James R.
Rcckland, married at Rockland.
Draper,
both of Rockland,, mar
June 26, 1933. Roberts for libel
ried at Rockland, Feb. 14, 1944.
lant.
Kenneth M. Roes frem Adelle M. Wilbur for libellant.
Heibert L. Rackliff frem Alberta
Roes, both cf Rockport, married at
F.
Rackliff of Clark Island,, married
Portland, March 17. 1926. Roberts
rt Rockland, Nov. 16, 1936. Wilbur
for 1 bellant.
Eleanor Lorraine DeBeck of for libellant.
Dorethy Maxine Wood from .Her
Rockland from Ucyd Francis Debert
C. Wood, both of Rockland,
Be:k Of Bangor, married at Hart
ford, Conn., July 19, 1945. Roberts married at Brunswick. March 24,
1942. Wilbur for libellant. ,
for libellant.
Pauline A. Pellet er of Rockland
Mary E. Ingerson of Portland
from
Euloge C. Pelletier cf Water
.’rem Donald L. Ingerson cf Rock
land, married at Thomaston, Mafch ville, married at Rockport, Oct. 22,
1S44. Wilbur for libellant.
Charles E. King cf Camden from
Jeanette R. King of Portland, mar
OIL BURNERS
ried at Camden, Nov. 18, 1944.
Installed, Cleaned and Repaired. Giilmor for libellant.
Prompt Service.
| Raymond E. Prosser from ElizaHAROLD MARSTON
| beth A. Prosser, both of Camden,
137 Vt UNION ST.,
ROCKLAND marr ed at Camden, Feb. 27, 1946.
TEL. 1451
' Gillmor for libellant.
89*90
Evelyn M. Wood of Camden from
; Carltcn F. Wood of Rockport, mar
ried at Belfast, May 11, 1938. GiLmor for libellant.
Reliable Taxi Service
Merle M. Collemer from F. Elmer
Co’lemer, both of Camden, married
TEL. 1543
at Ellsworth, June 1, 1929. Gillmor
CHARLIE’S TAXI
for libellant.
Waiting Room at
Sttoil H. Larrabee from Gilford
311 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
88*96 E. Larrabee, both of Rockport,
married at Rockport. Nov. 28, 1943.
G. llmor for libellant.
Velma M. Hilton from Howard A.
Hilton,
both of Rockland, married
CONGREGATIONAL
at Ro.kland, July 13, 1940. Bur
rows for libellant.
CHURCH
Carrie A. Stanley frem Percy F.
Stanley, both of Rockland, married
at Rockland Oct. 25, 1923. Burrows
for libellant.

Court Is In Session

At 2.00 P. M.

Auspices Women’s Auxiliary
St. Peter's Episcopal Church
89-90

A Worldwide Bible

SPECIAL—
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AVAILABLE AT ONCE

ELMER C. DAVIS, Realtor
375 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.
89-tf

84-tf
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“EVER SEE A NEUTRAL IRISHMAN?”
A Western Caller At The Courier-Gazette Office
Asked That Question
Well along in his 7O's, but still full
of Western pep is C. ‘ Nifty Garlett, late editor of the Stunner
Standard, who paid Kncx County
a visit at the week-end. In Thom
aston he was the guest cf Charles
Stafrett, but having been a next,
door neighbor of the late Capt.
Bion Whitney, he yielded to the re
quest cf the latter s relatives to v sit
Mr. and Mr-. Sumner Whitney of
Kcckland, and later the Whitneykin in Friendship. ' The friendlygreeting which he received all
around.
‘‘Ni'ty” Garrett, to use the nom
de plume wh ch he selected for him
self, was born on a farm in Mis

souri. All because the boundaries
cf that commonwealth are contigu
ous to three States, he “slept in
Missouri, fed his pigs in Arkansas,
and get his dr.nking water from
Tennessee'.”
The farm contained 150 acres, and
was devoted principally to tne pro
duction of cotton, com and live
stock.
Not busy enough with this voca
tion he engaged in the newspaper
business until a cyclone and cloudbujst sent 13 feet of water into his
office one night, to the complete
ruination of the plant.
Faced with the problem of earn
ing a new' livelihood, discouraged

A Lesson in Tea-Making
Scald a crockery teapot. Put in one teaspoonful of tea
or one tea-bag for each person. Add fresh, "bubbling”
boiling water. Steep for five minutes. Stir, then serve.

SALADS'
TEA
z

and disgusted he shook the Missouri a farmer, appears to be the rule.
with hotel); the purchase of a
Sumner enjoys the distinction of textbook is optional. An enrollment
mud from his dripping shoes and
set out for the West Coast. Five being the “Bulb capital of the of 100 is being required for the sue
years he conducted a job printing United States,” growing tremendous cess of the school. Send check for
plant in Tacoma, Washington, liked quantities of daffcdils and tul ps { course to Mrs. Francis H. Farnum,
that State pretty well, and 30 years from bulbs which came originally .114 Wester avenue, Augusta, as she
| js general chairman.
ago seized upon the opportunity to from Holland.
buy out the Sumner Standard in
"Roots in the ground, chicken on
Mrs. Hedwig Benedict will teach
the town of that name.
the greund and berries above the flower arrangement; Seth Kelsey,
The Standard is a weekly newspa ground" is the Summer farmer s assistant director of Boston Flower
per, advertised as “Independent but motto.
Shows, will speak in regard to the
not Neutral.” “Ever hear of an
fundamentals of flower show ar
Ir shman being neutral?” Mr. Gar
ranging, and Dr. Lattimer of the
rett said to The Courier-Gazette
University of New Hampshire, on
editor.
Horticulture.
Three outstanding
The Westerner is naturally of the Held Next Sunday In Connec- members of the profession.
Democratic persuasion, but not this
year, thank you. All the way across
THE SEA SCOUTS
tion With Legion Mem
the continent, from the State of
A full program was presented
bership Drive
Washington to the State of Maine
last Wednesday night. Crew lead
he has kept his ear close to the
ers Chatto. Benson and Sulides
One of the biggest events of the drilled their men in preparation
ground and talked polit.es whenever
the opportunity was at hand, wih Legion year will be the annual for the Armistcie Day parade. The
a view to ascertaining how the pub Aerial Membership Round-Up next instruction period concerned Ships
lic pulse was beating. He found Sunday.
Lights, their position, arc of visi
the people, almost without excep
The Department Membership and bility, limits of visibility, etc. Dur
tion, weary of being “regimented ’ Aeronautic Committees have form ing the business meeting, Maurice
and k .ked around.’’ They want less 5 ulated plans to have planes leave Powell
was voted into the Ship.
Pepper and more meat as one man j the key points in Maine to arrive An investiture
ceremony was pertold him.
in Waterville at noon
i
formed
on
Candidates
Richard
Sharing in those beliefs he is go
Capt. William (Bill) Wincapaw, JoneS, Charles Foote, Jr., Wiliam
ing to vote for a majority of the who is well known as a pioneer in
Republican candidates and had his aviation, has generously offered Harriman, and Cedric Long. Visi
tors were Vernon Gerrish. Edwin
absentee ballot in his pocket to his plane for this event and it is Hustus
Anthony Gustin
and
prove it. ‘ I have never been a party requested that all Knox County
Bradford
Sleeper
man to the extent of wearing a col Legion Posts officers bring to the
The Red Jacket held a special
lar,” he said.
airport at Ash Point, all 1947 mem Board of Review Thursday night
Mr. Garrett served in the Wash bership cards to be presented to
to enable new members to advance
ington State Senate feur years, but Department
Commander
Peter without delay. Four men were
declares he is “trying to live it Thaanum on arrival at Waterville.
passed to the rank of Apprentice.
down.”
Plane leaves at 10 a m.
I
These men. James Bartlett, Charles
“I clowned my way into the
Hector G. Staples,
Foote, William Harriman, and
Senate." he says, going there in his
Knox County Membership Chair Richard Jones will report to the
overalls and rid ng a donkey up the man.
Court of Honor to receive their
State House steps, after he was
badges of rank.
elected. Didn't think much of State
The Board consisted of Assistant
politics, so worked his way out, after
Commissioner A. B. Cooper, Com
two terms.
mitteeman J N. Southard and
Mr. Garrett sold his newspaper
last Spring and has since been con Means An Investment Of Mate M R. SSawyer.
The Red Jacket Ship and its
ducting a real estate business.
$10,000,000. Plus More ladies participated in a fast mov
Washington s prosperity l.es large
ing and entertaining Halloween
ly in its agriculture, its timber, its
Millions For Equipment
party and dance Friday night.
fish and its apples, but many farm
The program ran from an old
ers raise blackberries and raspber
The total investment for equip fashioned bob for apples to the
ries, gett ng 15 cents a pound for ment
by ■6309 Maine lobster fisher latest sw.ng tunes for dancing.
the former and from 22 to 25 cents men
represents
$10 - One innovation was a stunt initia
a pound lor tlie latter, five acres 10 000,COO, accordingapproximately
to an analysis of tion for recent Sea Scout candi
the industry recently comu'eied by dates and their girls conductel by
Sea and Shore Fisheries statistician Dr.
Cluck (Robert Chatto). Tra
Lewis Cates.
refreshments of cider and
Relieved in 5 minutes or double your money beck
Cates revealed that the lobster- ditional
doughnuts
were supplanted by
When excess stomach acid causes painful, suffocat
men operated 5950 boats of whica ample sandwiches,
ing gas, sour stomach and heartburn, doctors usually
cake and cook
prescribe the fast est-act ing medicines known for
4163
were
powered
by
gasoline
and
symptomatic relief -medicines like those in P~ll-an»
ies.
General
chairman
was Robert
diesel engines and 1787 were row Chatto; decorat on chairman,
Tablets. No laxative. Bril-ana brings comfort in a
Fred
llffy or return bottle to us fur double money back. 25c. boats or powered
oy outboard George; program, Frank Bridges,
motors.
I Jr.; refreshments, John Benson
One
thousand
of
the
boats
are
lost
less than 20 feet long, 3361 are clean-up. John Joseph, Jr. Chap
WEAR SIZE 14 AGAIN”
from 20 to 30 feet, 1347 from 30 to erones were Mate J. A Perry, Miss
MRS. C. O. WELLS FT. WORTH
Young and Mate and Mrs.
At Pictured Hero ->
40
feet in length and 167 are over Eleanor
You may lose pounds and have a
M.
R.
Sawyer.
40 feet. Eighteen hundred of the,
more slender graoe/ul figure. No'
exercise. No drugs. No wuiativea.
The Red Jacket announces the
engines are from 20 to 50 horse
Eat meat, potatoes gravy, butter.
opening
of its annual toy repair
The experience oi Mrs. Wells may
power while more than 12100 are of
or mav not be different than youra.
shop at its headquarters at Gen
but why not try the AYDS Vitamin
over
50
horsepower.
I
Candy Plan? Look at these results.
The total number of traps fished Berry Engine House. Anyone hav
I by
is
nearly 480,900 or an average of ing toys in good condition or in
medical doctors more than 100
persoao loot 14 to 15 pounds
about 75 to a fisherman;
i fair condition needing minor re
average In a few weeks with
the AYDS Vitamin Candy
• Cates said that the ftfirts were pairs or a paint job, please call
Reducing Plan.
taken from information given by 258-W, 786-R, or 239-R and it will
Children’s
With this Ayds Plia vou don't cut
the
fishermen on their' license ap be collected promptly.
out anv meals, starches, do ta toes,
and
Jupior
’
s
books
will
be
included
meats or butter, you simplv cut them
plications and should he'reason
oovrn. it a simple and easier when
this year All finished products
you enjoy delicious (vitamin forti
ably
accurate
fied) AYDS before each meal Abso
He pointed out that the !invest- will be turned over to Miss Corbett,
lutely harmless. 30 days-supply of
Ayds only >2 25. If not delighted with
ment of the industry would run in city, matron and to the Salvation
MONEY BACK on the very fot box.
to several more millforts in equip Army for distribution to the less
CARROLL CUT RATE
ment pounds, building and smacks fortunate. Troop 232 will assist m
104 Main Street. Rockland
Oading Drue Counters Everywhere
owned and operated by the dealers, the work of collecting and repairs.
- —1—:------ u.----- '
___ a
The. Red Jacket will sponsor a
Thanksgiving ball at the Commun
UU
ity Building on Nov. 29. Music will
i A
be furnished by Wayne DrinkwatqLV
home remedy for
To
Be
Sponsored
&v
Garden
rtfi
-----------------relieving miseries of
children’s colds.
Club Federation In Hal
•«
WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sturrock of
lowell Noy. 19-20
Eden Park, R. I., were week-end
■■■—* * ,i»Jt *
’ of Mrs. Nellie Overlook. On
The Garden Club Federation of , guests
return Monday, they were accomMaine is to sponsor a two-dav panied by Mrs. Overlock, who will
elementary Flower Arrangement—
the Winter with them.
Judging School course in Hallo pass
Mrs.
Clark Gay, Mrs.
well City Hall. Nov. 19 and 20, Blanche Maude
Morse
and
Rena Cro
from 10 a. m., until 4 p. m., each well were visitors Mrs.
Wednesday
in
day. Details of this project will be Portland.
forthcoming in a few days.
The
Mrs. Thelma Benner and Mrs.
school is open to all flower-lovers.
Gladys
Poland visited Friday with
Taking of a final written examina
Mrs.
Doris
Damon in Warren.
tion is strictly optional; no one who
Mr. and/ Mrs. O. E. Ludwig have
takes the two-day course is obliged
returned from the Moro Plantation.
to do more than that
Mrs. Clare Muzroll is employed at
The flower show training of both
the
local telephone office.
hand and eye is extremely valuable
Malcolm Little bagged a 135-pound
(f ail vou want is to' make a
Front wheel shimmy wears out tires, Well-balanced, clear-cut yet "nat- deer iSaturday.
A demonstration on the extermi
causes blow-outs, causes loss of steering uitti arrangement for the home.
control—AND ACCIDENTS! Steer clear Talent and imagination :is not nation of mice and the corn borer
of accidents, jail and damages! Steer fti enough in any art, without tech was given recently by County Agent
here for quick, sure safety check-up on nique. Feeling, without knowledge, Ralph Wentworth of Rockland, at
our scientific BEAR Equipment.
is, as someone has expressed it, the farm of Foster Jameson. Mem
"like a bird with only one wing.” bers of the agricultural class at
reverse is also true, as know- tending were; Allan Benner, David
Thank Your Repair Man F01 The
ledge without feeling lacks vitality Moody. RonaldRalph. Alvah Moody,
Milton Clark, Chester Creamer, Nor
"The Accident That
and power.
man Bragg, Edward Hill, Raymond
It
*is
hoped
that
everyone
inter

Didn't Happen”
ested in flower arrangement and in Jackson and Douglas Tait.
Officers of King Solomon's Lodge.
raising the standard of our flower
F
A.M.. were installed last Tuesdav:
shows will take this course, which
is nothing more or less than "basic Master, Otis W. Ellis: 3. W„ Bvron
training” whether for home or Witham; J. W.. Kenneth Hw;
Treas., Franklin Randolph; Sec.,
flower show arrangements.
Tel. 1250
Fred
Simmons; S. S., James Har
The cost for this course is $1 per
689 Main St.,
Rockland diem,
plus luncheon at Worster kins; J. S„ Walter Kalpr. Jr.; Mar
shal, Harold Gross; Chan, Ralph
SAFETY HEADQUARTERS House, (make reservations direct Glidden;
Tvler, Ervin Pinkham:
1 organi't, H Eaton Boardman:
financial committee Crosbv Waltz;
Ernest Boges and Frank Sheffield.
A program followed, with selections
by Kenneth and,H. Esten Boardman;
whistling sclo, Mrs. Harold Gross;
trombone solo Florian Clark. An
orchestra comprised of Gabriel
Winchenbach, Esten Bcardman. Flo
rian Clark and Clinton Matthews,
furnished music. Wilbur Hilton and
Harold D&vid were .in charge of re
freshments. Elliott Oliver as senior
deacon and Fred Boggs as iunior
deacon will be installed’ at a future
meeting.
Fly with Speed and Comfort in Heated Twin
“Life and Loveliness”
At
the
Lincoln County Union
Engine Airplanes.
meeting Thursday In Wiscasset 96
were in attendance. Mrs. Beniamin
DAILY SCHEDULE
F. Rand of Boothbav. president,
opened the meeting. She was as
Ar. Portland Lv. Portland
Ar. Rocklmd
Lv. Rockland
sisted bv Mrs. W. A. Riplev of the
Damariscotta Club as recorriine sec
7.00 A.
7.30
8.00
A. M. 6.30
retary and1 Mrs. Elsie Mark of the
local club as treasurer. The club
2.45 P. M.
3.30
4.00
P. M. 2.15
institute n-iq
by Mrs. Lois M.
Fare $5.00 One Way—$9.00 Round Trip
Flye of Sheepscot.
i 'The Bcothbav Harbor Club ire(Pins Tax)
sented a oantomime entitled "The
If you wish to visit or transact business in Portland you can
Duchess BeijTK'es Tn." Mrs. Joan
leave Rockland at 6.30 in the morning and return to Rockland
Weston of the local club eave a reci
at either 7.30 in the morning or 3.30 in the afternoon. These
tation, “My Lost Youth” (Lonefelflights make connections with Northeast Airlines and Railroad
low). Mm. Inez Demmv of the
schedules for the North and West
Damariscotta Club played piano se
lections.
Call Maine Air and Transportation Co. For Reservations.
The sneaker «was Mrs. W Brad
ford Cushman of Portland, chairman
TEL ROCKLAND 1435
of the (Department of Fine Arts of
Tel. Portland 4-2674 Days, 44-328 Nights
the Maine Federation, her subject,
“Life and Loveliness ”
The Mav meeting will be in
Boothbay Harbor.

An Aerial Round-Up

Lobster Overhead

Gas on Stomach

... made “on your own terms9’
You, yourself, can decide how
much per month you wish to re
pay and how much the total cost
of your loan will be. We don’t ask
you to put up a lot of security . . .

we prefer to make loans on your
own signature (husband and wife
both sign) or on auto or furniture
any amount $2.5 to $150 or more.
If you need cash, see us at once.

Now at 407 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, TEL. 1133
2nd Floor—Open i to 5 I*. M. Closed Saturday
Monthly charges 2‘2'7 on balance ever $150;
3 I on $150 cr less. Small loan statute 11c. 35.

Tewmo/ FINANCE co.

“i

52 Lbs.!

A Judging School

Best-Known

VhWMt

... TOPS FOR QUALITY
Pepti-Cola Comvanu. Lona Island Citv. N. Y.

FRANCHISED BOTTLER: PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF AUBURN

LINCOLN - FORD - MERCURY
SALES and SERVICE
EXPERT REPAIR SERVICE
GENUINE PARTS
A COMPLETE ACCESSORY LINE
TIRES and TUBES
"YOUR AUTOMOBILE AND TRUCK HEADQUARTERS”

For A Real
Lubrication
and
Check-Up
Visit
Our
SERVICE STATION
At
32 Park St.

WALDOBORO

GARAGE
PARK STREET, ROCKLAND

SCHEDULED AIR SERVICE
TO PORTLAND ROCKLAND

STITCHERS
WANTED

Two Round Trip Flights Daily

EXPERIENCED OR LEARNERS
Work Under Ideal Conditions In a Daylight Factory

Earn While You Learn-Apply In Person

VAN BAALEN, HEILBRUN & CO
ROCKLAND, ME.

NOT THE

Seaview Garage, Inc.

COMPANY
67-tf

CAMDEN ST.

MEET US

JUDGE

THE HOME OF

'

Tuesday-Friday
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TEL 1385

«-«

M.

Tuesday-Friday

Those attending were: Mrs. Sace
Weston, Mrs. John Williams, Mrs.
Elsie Mank, Mrs. Alice Stenger,
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay, Mrs. Nan
Weston, Mrs. Rena Crowell, Mrs.
Rose Weston, Mrs. Isabel Labe. Mrs.
Joan Weston, Mrs. Frances Gross,
Mrs. Ruth Keene, Miss Linda Van- |
nah. Miss Ella Sherman. Mrs. Fran- I
ces Randolph, Mrs. Hazel Eaton and I
Mrs. Odell as guest.
Bessie G. Wallace
Mrs. Bessie G. Wallace. 61. wife of
HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
Alvin Wallace, died Wednesday after
a long illness, at her home in South
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines In
Waldoboro. Mrs. Wallace was born
serted once for 50 cents, two times for 75 cents. Additional
in Bristol, daughter of Orrin and
lines 10 cents each for one time; 20 cents for two times. Five
Ann Boynton Davis. She had re- I
small words to a line.
sided in Taunton. Mass., prior to j
Special Notice! Ail “blind ads" so called i. e. advertisements
coming here 38 years ago.
which
require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
She was a member of the Baptist |
office for handling, costs 25 cents additional.
Church.
Survivors are her son, Lowell B. j
Wallace; two brothers. Rev. George
B. Davis of Palermo, and O. Win
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
field Davis of Taunton, Mass.; and
three grandchildren
PLATFORM rocker for sale. Good
On bus line in Thomaston. 6-room
89 96
Services were conducted Sunday house May be occupied Immediately. condition. TEL. 411-R.
in the Baptist Church, Rev. Sidney Inquire at 21 BEECHWOODS ST..
BEAVER fur coat, size 12 for sale In
good condition.
TEL 46-R
89-90
Packard of Camden officiating. In Thomaston_________ ______________ ‘J
WINCHESTER 30-40 rifle lor sale, also
terment was in Sweetland cemetery.
ROYAL portable typewriter for sale,
box ol shells included. Price JSf). also Rogers flat silver-ware.
TEL
Recent guests of Mrs. Lura Wins one
JAMES L. SULLIVAN
Tel. Camden 262 J mornings.
89tf
low were Frank D Friend of 2718 after 6 p m._______________ 89
CANARIES for sale. Males and fe
Hampden Highlands and Mrs. Ma CANOE TYPE boat. 16 ft. for sale Nice males.
MRS
ROBERT PACKARD
bel Gray of Augusta
89-90
‘ boat to take up deer hunting. K H. Powder Mill Road. Warren.
Mrs. C. B. Stahl and Mrs. David K NIGHT. Tel 8018__________
11 “WINCHESTER 38~rlfle, 18 shells and
Black were visitors Wednesday in TWO good goats. 40 hens and two belt for sale. $35. TEL. 1320 after
Surry.
yellow shag male kittens for sale. 6 p hr______________________ 89*90
HERBERT
N
MADDOCKS.
PAIR three-year-old Holstein Steers,
Mrs. Alice Lambert of Augusta MRS
Jr. Te!
Union._____________________________ ?9Mt for sale. VIVIAN HANNON
was at the Hanrahan home over
Union. 6-6.
89 90
I
COUCH
for
sale.
CLINTON
L.
CALthe week-end.
CRAWFORD parlor stove, wood burn
;
DERWOOD,
Vinalha
ven.
__________
89*92
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wright have
ing; 1st class condition; also I2g.
I COLUMNS (2) for piazza, for sale. double barrel hammerless shot gun.
been in town.
ARNOLD SALMINEN. 66 Pacific like new. L. S. WEAVER. 43 Granite
Mrs. Cora Nash has been visit- MRS
St Tel. 9 W____________________ 89*lt street.
89*90
nig her daughter, Mrs. Celia Gross
STONE marten, dyed skunk great
HOUSE
lot.
125
ft.
on
Thomaston
St.
in Gorham •
ft deep, for sale.
Call al 144 coat, size 12 for sale. Practically new
Mr.‘and Mrs. Arman Hauck of 300
THOMASTON ST.. Rockland
89*92 TEL, 1034 M._______________________ 89 90
Quincy, Mass., were here for the COW barn dressing for sale. $3 cord.
CALL at my shop every week day
12 noon for stoves of all kinds
week-end
MULLOY, West Rockport.________ 89*It after
Cast iron furnaces, kitchen ranges,
Dr. and Mrs. Stanley Lenfest
PASTURES of Christmas trees for and range burners, circulating and
have returned from a visit in Bos sale;
also box of mechanics' tools. black heaters, iron sinks, vletrolas. ra
dlos. electric clock and other miscel
ton.
MAYNARD BROWN. Rt 1. Warren.
C E GROTTON
__________ 89*90 laneous articles.
Merton C. Winchenbach
564 Main St. Tel, 1091-W.
89tl
Merton C Winchenbach, 63, an PLYMOUTH Sedan tor sale, $139 00.
CHEVROLET (1938) 12 passenger bus
ALFRED
RAWLEY.
two
miles
west
cf
automobile dealer here for the
_
89* It for sale. ROCKLAND PACKING CO
past 25 years, died Tuesday after Warren on Route 1
89-lt
I COOLERATOR with accessories tor
a brief illness.
ELECTRIC refrigerator for sale Pri
MRS LUTHER A CLARK. 165 vately owned. Can be seen at STUD
Surviving are his widow. Bessie sale.
Main St., Thomaston.
89*90 LEY FURNITURE CO., Main St.. City
Winche: •j’ch; parents, Mr. and I---------------------- —
30-40 for sale, w: h 20 rounds _________________________________ 89-90
Mrs. Clifford Winchenbach; a son, of RIFLE.
COCKER Spaniel puppies for sale, 4
ammunition. $40
BURCH
George; a daughter. Mrs. Faith ' ARD R.F.D 1, Box 130,AXEL
Warren. Tel. black females for breeding or pets
ERNESTINE I\
__________________ 89 90 A K C registered
Webber of Edgecomb; a sister. Warren 43-13.
Midtile Road. Warren Tel
Mrs. Freeland Vannah; and four BLACK woo. coat, with blue fox col- GRAHAM,
1-2 Formerly Sam Tarr Kennels.
brothers, Alton, Clyde, Astor and la'-. size 10 for sale Pricp reasonable; ____________________________________
87-92
;
also
child's
high
chair,
$6
00.
TEL
De’irpv an[] four erandchildr n
LIVE bait for sale, smelting minnows
216.________________________________ 89 91
Services were held from the
now In season, R W TYLER. So.
69tf
Waltz Funeral Home. Rev. J. C. 1926 DODGE for sale. 4 door, in good Thomaston. Tel. 243-31.
running condition. TEL. 853 22. 89*90
POWER boat, 30x10, for sale, In good
Collind officiated.

USE

OUR

CLASSIFIED

MATINICI

ADS

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
For Selling, Buying, Renting Services

Burdell’s . Dress Shop—Two piece,
all wool dresses, can be worn as
suits. Black and colors. Sizes 10
to 20. Specially priced,. $19.75.—
89-lt

TO LET

FITTED small and large wood f
sale, hard wood, $12.50 to $18 00. TEL
853 22.
____________ 89*lt
WORK horse for sale, weight 1350.
8 years old. JOHN McKENZIE, Spruce
Head______________________________ 89 90
SOFT coal stoker for sale, suitable
for caragc or shop. Very cheap. DR.
KENT. Tel. 1076,__________________ 89tf

A

4

to be high

►

THE MARLIN .FIREAHI
fist C»»t Siact

*

Corner Wint

running condition, suitable for lob
sterlng 50 h. pUniversal with only
6 months use. TEL. 783 31.
86*39
APPLES,
Cortlands,
Mclntoshes
Nor hern Spies. Baldwins.
PARKER
DEANE Tel. Lincolnville, 6-21.
86 S3
PORTABLE sawing machine for sale
TEL. 966-W.
88*89
SAVAGE rifle 300 for sale, perfect
condition. Call after 7. UNION 21-3

SCARCE1. New two and four drawer
THREE ROOM apt furnished for all-steel filing cabinets, with lock; new
PIGS for sale, also Ford
light housekeeping; 26 HOLMES ST
and used check writers; carbon paper, model T, with 2 new 21 In.
69*lt $2 per box; complete stock office sup ROBERT ESANCY. Liberty Tel
HEATED rooms to let; breakfasts; rea plies. WALDOBORO PRESS Tel Wal lngton 12-23 after 5 p. m.
doboro 182.
89-90

Jennie Philbrook ai.
were supper guest >
Linola Hill.
S. A. Lavender
was recent guest of
John Mitchell
Mrs Teel attended
vention in Bangor
urday from Rockl ir
Mrs. Gleyn Bow r
the mainland for •
business.
Mrs. L. J. Miller
Ing friends in Rock,
nngton for two wee!
Mr. and Mrs. Non
in Rockland over th.
rtSyd” Laffin of A.
a business visitor hr
Vernon Philbrook
port Saturday on bu.
Mrs. Grace Philb: I
with two tables of j
home Saturday ev |
present were, Linoi

Operat

GASOl

88 It
truck,
tires.
Wash

88*89
bed and spring, practical
CHEVROLET. 1935 Deluxe coach, sec- ly DOUBLE
new for sale, also small bed, spring
: ond house left after crossing Owl’s and mattress.
Sell cheap.
OSCAR
Head Town line. Inquire AFTER 5 p m. HAGBERG. Clark Island. Tel. 21 11
|
89’It
88-89
ELECTRIC PLANTS
BOY
’
S
sheep-skin
lined
coat
with
MASONIC ST.
! CATERPILLAR Diesel Electric Sets— hodd, for sale, size 40 In good condi
■ all sizes—for lighting camp9. factories, tion. TEL. 579-R.
88 89
to let, adults preferred
'PEL. 436 W I farms, etc. Low operating costa- long
SADDLE
horse
for
sale.
Sound
and
1 life.
Excluaivc
Maine
Distributors
gentle.
GLORIA
BROOKS. West
SOUTHWORTH. Maine’s Finest Ma
' chine Shop 30 Warren Ave., Portland Meadow Road. RD. 1. City. Tel 176 W
HOUSE. 77 Park St.. Tel. 8060.
. Maine Tel. 4 1424.
(G) ____________________________________ 88N19
FALL AND WINTER OCCUPANCY
ALADDIN table lamp. Aladdin t rack
A limited number of clean, attrac
et lamp and extra bracket, $6 TEI,
tlve rooms will be available for Fa]
625. Camden, evenings.
88*90
and Winter occupancy a* the
WHOLESALE
and retail beef, pork
WINDSOR HOUSE
TRUCKING of all kinds. TEL 295. lamb and veal, for sale Custom butch
12 Myrtle St..
Rockland.
Tel 67
89-90 ering of all kinds. Rockville Abattoir,
> SEVERAL buildings wanted, which formerly the Oscar W. Carroll proper
can be moved or taken dewn. 10x12 ty. now owned by RAYMOND GENTH
larger. Write "BUILDINGS.” care NER & SON. Route 17, at Rockville.
DEAFENED PEOPLE MAY or
The Courier-Gazette.
89*90 Tel 813-15, or Waldoboro 33-3. Open
week days 9 a. m. to 7 p. m. and Sat
LICENSED hair dresser wanted. Apply urdays 9 a. m. to 9 p. m
87tf
in person. GILBERT’S BEAUTY BA
FRESH crabmeat for sale; guaranteed.
LON 375 Main street.
89tf
Delivered. MRS. C. H. CLINE, Tel. Rock
for the deafened to
SMALL piece of land wanted in Cam land. 829-X
87 88
den
or
Rockport:
also
a
building
sounds. It is a hi
land. 829-X.
89 90
which owner wants moved or tom
COKE for sale. $16.00 ton delivered
down
HARRY 6. CROCKETT, Cur ls
Ave , Camden Tel. 2549.
89*lt In Rockland and surrounding towns
New River soft coal. J B PAULSEN.
TRUCKING and waste removal want Thomaston. Tel. 62.______________ 8ftf
ed
TEL. 822-W
89*90
THREE houses for sale at Park
WOMAN wants position as maid
1 living in. Can supply references. Write Place. Inquire at 14 MASONIC ST
Association.
38-89
BOX 341, Rockport. Me.
88*89
FORD tractor. Model T. 1930 or 1931
Beef’. Pork Lamb and Veal, live
welg'at, wanted; also new milch cows, Chevrolet head for sale, also 1935 Chev
milkers and springers. Highest pos rolet transmission. 4-18 foot 8 "x8” sills,
or weigh you down.
sible prices paid. RAYMOND GENTH pair of 1 9and pair of 16 inch tlres.
NER & SON. Tel Waldoboro 33-3. or ALFRED DAVES. Buttermilk Lane, first
88*89
Rockland &13-15.
67-tf house on left.
100“D C 1-6 H. P Electric motor;
your hearing as your
PUTTYING of windows and putting
Box 324, Rockport.
on outside windows carefully done at gcod condition.
changes. The
reasonable price. WILLIAM BRAGG, TEL 2359, Camden,______________ 88*89.
JR., a Courier carrier. Phone 8310,
WOOD for sale, sawed 12”; $16 and
Camden
Work done Saturdays or $18 per cord; delivered Rockland.
nights after school.
85*90 Camden, and Rockport
EDWARD C.
GENERAL trucking. W. C MILLER CUTTING. Tel. Union 33-3 and War
88*91
Tel. 218 MK.
87-90 ren 8-21.
BENDIX air-cooled out board motor
HORSES wanted for slaughter, must
this remaikable hearing device
for sale. 2>,« h. p
DUNN & ELLIOT.
be healthy Call either ROBERT GREA
your own home without risking
88 89
SON, Washington. Tel. 6 19 or DODGE Thomaston. TeL 5 .
penny. Write Beltone today.
FUR FARM. Rockland 853 23. after
THREE slightly used 7 50x20 truck
6 p. m.
83tf tires for sale.
Owner changed for
larger size.
TEL. Tenant's Harbor.
OLD postcard collections wanted
Call 1584 M or write MARIE SAUNDERS. 56 13.'_________________________ 88-89
54 Union Sa., Rockland
86*89
RADIO table model for sale TTI,
89*90
TOP prices paid lor all kinds of live 803-R___________
! poultry. Call ISADORE POUST 41
LADY’S black coat, fur collar, size
Tillson Ave , City.
Tel 1396 office 38, for sale Perfect condition, $20 L| residence 1221.
29tf S WEAVER. 43 Granite St_______ 89*90
OLD marble top furniture wanted,
CLARION range, with oil burner and
antiques of all kinds In anv quantity wa.er front for sale; new pot circulat
Write or phone W J. FRENCH, 10 High ing oil heater, one wood heater In
St.. Camden.
j^tf quire ROBBIN S STORE, Mathews Cor
ner. Warren.
89-90
ANTIQUES
wanted
Will
pay
highest
CARLTON H. RIPLE^ Cam
FOR SALE
den St. Terrace. TeL 41 M
lO4tf
8-room house, water piped Into sink.
USED furniture and stoves wanted 3 fireplaces, nice cellar, l'i acres of
land, barn, poultry house. Located on
V.’Li P\y,
or tradc for
Cal! 1154 V F STUDLEY, INC 283 black road In rural village about 12
; Main St., Rockland.
’ 53^ miles from Rockland, $2700
7-room house located on waterfront
In coastal village; nice water frontage
with good chance for boat. Well lo
«33?S“’
cated for a lobster fisherman. Price
$2200
Centrally located house In Rockland,
/.of
1 'uKb wanted to uphold ter may
be used as single or double; 6
cal.ed 19forBirch
and fit.
delivered.
T J loTtt
FLEVf
j ING.
Tel 212W
rooms, bathroom and furnace for own
and a separate 4-room apartment for
j CHIMNEYS wanted to clean by an er
tenant. Price $5500
expert. Neatly done, years of experlLow priced two-famlly house near
‘hce go anywhere out of town. My central location In Rockland.
Pres
- ?n ‘.L n.ow worklng with me. Veteran ent Income from property Is $30 per
War
ALBERT E GROVER month Price $2200
4 Warren St. TeL 1030 W
89*90
F H WOOD,
Court House.
Rockland
__________________________ _________ 88-89
FOR SALE
Six rooms, bath. $5500
After this date I will pay only those
SI* rooms, bath, hot air heat. $4300.
Six rooms, large lot, $5000
HARRY
Personally.
HARRY ROSCOE. Nov. 5. 1946 8®*91
Eight rooms, bath, stove heat. $4500.
Eight rooms, four bedrooms, kitchen
SUBSCRIBE now to the Maine Coast
dining, living room, hot water heat.
Fisherman. Maine’s only paper de
18?‘ely
the flshlnK industry and At the price It should move quickly.
salt-water activities Send one dollar $4500.
Thanks for reading
a years__ subscription.
MAINE
FREEMAN S. YOUNG.
COAST FTSHFTRMAN. Belfast. Me
163 Main St..
Rockland
Tel 730
______________ 89*It
. ^*^ANO and house orprans timeH to
from
GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
Granite walks (any width), flrey ac?a,
posts (anv size), boat moorings, stepa.
flagging, chips, and dust for driveway!
(nor more mud), rip rap for all kind!
of fills and dock work, pier stone, wa'la.
foundations, curbing, paving blocks,
89 80 ashlar and monumental stone, posts fof
property markers and building suj>1 from traller between
Mor-e Garage and traffic light at end ports.. We w.ll deliver anywhere, as*
us about grenlte fill loaded on youf
Street, opposite Ho el Rock
truck. Estfmatea gladly submitted,
GAZETTFW:|fd» N°tlfy THE COURIER obligation.
GAZETTE. If found.
89*90
JOHN MEEHAN A SON.
HORN-RIMMED glasses found at Clark Island. Me.
Tel Rockland 21-11
FmdT/cln building. Thursday night
A. C. HOCKING,
tl
hftVe same
P*y‘ng for
Tel. Tenant's Harbor 4«-I3
sonable THE LITTLE GUEST HOUSE.
16 Gleason St., Thomaston. Tel. 186-11

*

WANTED

NOW HEAR CLEARLY

Waiting for a nt
pleasant experiem
having its own rt
rewarded by deliv
Up to now Pont
beyond our contn
it’s still below am
ing. Which mean
And when you d<
you’ll be mightv s
will grow with
way, the new P<n
Famous Silver St J
to its great war-w
like the quality J
years—something

BITLER SAYS

YES

&

WE

HAVE

Electric Toasters

MISCELLANEOUS

$3.90 to $6.51
Stop In At

4

LOSTAND FOUND

BITLER CAR AND
HOME SUPPLY

470 Main St., Rockland
Tel. 677

¥

no

thL ad.

. _

_ ...»________ ;

570

-0.

12 MAIN STKI

Tuesday-Friday?

lay-Frlda^

Naida and Jane Philbrook, Jane
MATINICUS
Jennie Philbrook and Vclnia Teel Arnes, Gladys Mitchell, and Made
were supper guests Monday of lyn Young.
Ellen Wallace was week-end
Linola Hill.
guest
of Mr and Mrs. W. L. Ames.
S. A Lavender of Thomaston
was recent guest of Mr. and Mrs.
John Mitchell.
SWAN’S ISLAND
Roland L. Guite, deputy collec
Mrs Teel attended teachers’ con
vention in Bangor, returning Sat tor of internal revenue of Ellsworth
was on the island a few’ days re
urday from Rockland by plane.
cently
and registered at the Trask
Mrs. Gleyn Bowers has been on
the mainland for several days on House.
Mrs. Mary Trask and Mrs. Lillian
business.
Soule
have been the latest 'hostesses
Mrs L. J. Miller has been visit to the Methodist Ladies' Ard.
ing friends in Rockland and HarBert Moulden of Sharon, Mass.,
j,ngton for two weeks.
is at the home of Mrs. Flora Smith
Mr and Mrs. Norris Young were where Mrs. Moulden is caring for
jn Rockland over the week-end.
her mother.
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Smith are
Syd’’ Laffln of Acton, Mass., was
in Rcckland for the Winter. Mr.
a business visitor here recently.
Vernon Philbrook went to Free Smith will be employed on one of
the
beam trawlers w.th his
port Saturday on business.
Mrs Grace Philbrook entertained brother-in-law, Norman Stinson.
with two tables of bridge at her , Mrs. Norman Burns and son,
home Saturday evening.
Those i Norman, have returned home from
present were, Linola HR1, Jennie, Castine Hospital.
Rev. Herbfcert Aldrich, district
superintendent of Augusta, spent
the week-end at the Trask House.
He preached Sunday at the Metho
dist and Baptist Churches.
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ypewriter for sale,
silver-ware.
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_______ 89 tf
e
Males and feBERT PACKARD,
/arren.
89-90
■lfle. 18 shells and
TEI,. 1320 after
89*90
d Holstein Steers.
INNON, Jr
Tel.
_________ 89 90
stove, wood burnidltlon; also 12g.
neriess shot pin.
1AVF-R. 43 Granite
89*90
yed skunk greatPractically new
____ ________ 89 90
every week day
toves of al! kinds,
kitchen ranges,
circulating and
links, vlctrolas, rannd other nilscelE GROTTON,
1091-W
89tf
I 12 passenger bus
D PACKING CO
89-lt
tator for sale Prlseen at STUD
Main St . City.
___________ 89-90
rnpples for sale; 4
breeding or pets,
ERNESTINE INoud. Warren Tel
Tarr Kennels.
_______87 92
smelting minnows
W TYLER. So.
-31
69tf
for sale, In good
-suitable for lob'nlversal with only
783 31______ 86*39
ids.
Mclntoehen.
ildwins
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nvllle. 6-21
86 93
machine for sale.
88*89
for sale, perfect
■r 7. UNION 21-3
88 I t
aLo Ford truck,
new 21 In. tires,
.lberty Tel. Washp

^Mewbe h.gh

In 1839 the white population of
New Zealand numbered about 1000;
in 1939 it was 1,551,334.

QUICK RELIEF FROM
Symptoms of Distress Arising from

STOMACH ULCERS
DUE TO EXCESS ACID
FreeBookTellsofHomeTreatmentthat
Must Help or it Will Cost You Nothing

25* SHAVES YOU

FOR 3 MONTHS!

GIMJMNTHD 81

THE MARLIN FIREARMS COMPANY
fiat Guas Stint ItlO

J’yer ‘ 7° mhlion bottles of the WILL A R D
I It E ATM E \ T have been sold for relief of
symptoms of distress arising from Stomach
ami Duodenal Ulcers due to Excess Acid__

Poor Digestion, Sour or Upset Stomach,
Gassiness, Heartburn. Sleepier .. -», etc..
«iue to Excess Acid. Sold on 15 . \ ' trial I
Ask for “Willard’s Message*' nliica fully,
ttXpl&iUM this treatment—free—at

DAVID L. MeCARTY. Druggist

88-89

del for sale

TFL.

_________________89*90

(at. fur collar, size
condition, $20 L.
inlte St.
89*90
with oil burner and
f; new pot clrculatwood heater InfORE. Mathews Cor89 90
IS ALE
ter piped Into sink,
cellar, 1>2 acres of
house. Located on
kl village about 12
Id. $2700
rated on waterfront
nice water frontage
for boat
Well lo
ir fisherman. Price

OPENING

JONES’ TYDOL STATION
Corner Winter and Main Streets,

Rockland

Under New Management

Operated by Owen E. Jones, Sr., and Son

Prompt, Reliable, Courteous Service
88*--89’92Inside

*

Tomorrow
a

you’ll be glad

you waited
today.«a
W aiting for a new motor car isn’t exactly the easiest or most
pleasant experience in the world. But the saying about patience
having its own reward holds doubly true when your patience is
rew arded by delivery of a gleaming, new Pontiac "Silver Streak”.
I p to now Pontiac production has been limited for reasons
beyond our control. Now production is increasing. As of today,
it's still below anticipations. But the trend is definitely encourag
ing. Which means that your wait is being shortened every day.
And when you do become the proud owner of a new Pontiac,
you’ll be mighty glad you waited — and your feeling of gladness
will grow with every passing month and mile. Because in every
way, the new Pontiac measures up to the phrase, "Finest of the
Famous Silver Streaks”. In dependability and economy it lives up
to its great war-won reputation. It looks, handles, rides and jeels
like the quality car it is. It’s a value that will endure over the
years—something u ell worth waiting jor!

Rockland

86-89

,=sxj:

SALE
$5500

hot air heat. $4300.
lot. $5000
h. -itove heat $4500.
r bedrooms, kitchen
hot water heat.
lould move quickly,

Harbor 5«

I3

BITLER’S

TRICYCLES
$5.49 and up

,s

*...

DOLLS
$1.00 to $5.98
T*19 TTJr'trrrreiy

GAMES
49c to $10.00

SCOOTERS
$2.98 to $8.95
9

STEEL CARTS
$1.98 to $11.95

f

I-!'

Demands Showdown

WOOD.

Tel. Rockland 21-11
1OCKING,

up

U

Husbands! Wives!

GASOLINE, OIL, GREASE JOBS

family house near
n Rockland
Presproperty Is $30 per

—NA SON.

WARREN

Six-Room House

I house In Rockland.
(Ingle or double; 6
id furnace for ownroom apartment for

Ing
8 YOUNG,
ckland
Tel 730
______ 89*it
FFS FORMER
ty width), &rep'ac**,
at moorings, steps,
dust for drlvewaya
lp rap for all kinds
irk. pier stone, wa'la.
ng. paving block*.
?ntal stone, posts fog
and bulldln- supliver anywhere. As*
All loaded on youf
fladly submitted, no

until you can get this matter fixed
TENANT’S HARBOR
up,
and there would be no charge
“For God and Country”
St. George High School Note*
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest B. Lamb rc- for same. And if you still have an
Miss Phyllis Black went to Boston Saturday where she attended turned home Friday from Orange, inferiority complex we will be glad
The magazine subscription drive
the Vinalhaven reunion aqd ban- N. J., where they had been guests of to spot you a few pins (would 10 be came to its climax Tuesday when
quet
I his mother, Mrs. Mary Lamb, for enough)? to make it somewhere the losing team, the Red Sox, gave
near even.
I a party for the winners, the cardiMrs. Linnie Smith returned Fri- 10 days.
day
from Whitinsville, Mass.,1 Mr and Mrs. Clarence Robinson
Perhaps it is the financial end nals. The entertainment took the
where she was guest of her grand- returned Sunday to Penn’s Grave that you may think needs some ad- 1 form of a Radio Quiz program, the
daughter, Mrs. Angus Parker.
N. J., after spending a few days .ustment. If that be the case, you ■ mocrophone and other redio and
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Winslow with Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Robinson, will find it very hard convincing electrical equipment being furreturned Saturday to Worcester, and during which they visited his anybody on either team of that, nished by Bob Dorrie.
Mass., having been guests of Mrs. mother. Mrs. Lizzie Robinson, and after the success you have had in I The program was: Piano prelude
the past with your contributions by Patricia Grant; introduct on and
Winslow’s parents, Mr. and Mrs , other relatives.
Almond Miller.
| Martin Wilson, who spent a and collections. It seems to some advertaising by announcer, Bob
Mr. and Mrs. Frank White went few days with his mother, Mrs. of us Skippers that you ought to Dorrie; “America,” sung by the enThursday to Portland.
> Andrew Wilson, and Mr. and Mrs. oe able to finance all of this tire audience, introducing as mis
A.
L.
Mr. and Mrs. <L. W. Lane and Charles Wilson, returned Satur - year's suppers on last year’s take. I tress of ceremonies, Kathy AnderPerhaps Dear Captain, the above son, who, with her assistant, True
son Timothy returned Thursday day to Worcester, Mass. He wa
WINSL0W-H0LBR00Kfrom a 10 days’ trip in Boston and accompanied by Mrs. Andrew Wil- questions do not cover the real Hall, went out with the “mike”
MERRITT POST, NO. 1
Portland.
I son, who will spend the Wintei reason for the delay in getting at among the audience and picked
Birger
Magnuson
went
to
Boston
with her daughter, Mrs. Walter work. Could it be that the truth these contestants, who came up
Limerock St.,
Rockland
has finally dawned upon you, and front and were quizzed by “Dr.
where he attended the Vinalhaven Castner in Milford, Mass
reunion and banquet.
I Week-end guests of Mrs Theresa you now think that the longer you I- Q’’ Dorothy Lantz: Darlene
can put off your suffering the less Watts, Douglas Bald, Principal
m°t Thursday nieht.
Mrs. (Florence Gross has returned Pettee were her aunt
In connection with the 1947 mem from Auburn where she visited S;ott of prOv:dence and Mrs ul. time you will have to suffer? If Clayton Hunnewell, Harlan BragI her son. Dr. Roy Gross. She also lian QiU Qf A
thls is not the case, we will be don, Floyd Watts, Mrs. Christina
ber hip ' aoipa io, '«-'c aa S
ta
spoke about the Aerial Roundup visited her daughter Mrs. Percy | Charles Lunden of this town more than pleased to hear any Stanley, Mrs. Harlan Bragdcn,
! M ss Elda Gallison and Miriam
Nov. 10, and the importance of hav McLaughlin in Danforth.
and brother Harvev Lunden ol alibi you may care to present
ing as many cards as pcssiole to
This matter is really a burning Clme.
and.C^drCn West Rockport, returned hone toforward to the State Adjutant at have returned from a visit
are red The jackpot question of the evein day alter a three-.cay hunting trip question with us, as we
that time.
Springfield, Mass.
hot to get at your team and burn nlng “What time and date (Bikini
in the vicinity of Beddington.
Comrade Kelsey urged all mem . Franklin
Adams and . son Charles
In fact, time) was the second test bomb
,
,
. ,
Mrs. Charles Lunden and daugh- up the alleys with them.
bers to do better on the sale of Adams
left Saturday for a weeks ter Diane haVe
visiting reBla. we have generated so much steam, dropped on Bikini Atoll?" was won
t ckets to the Armistice ball, point hunting trip in Liberty.
we simply have to blow off. There by Floyd Watts, much to the de! tives ln Topsham and Bath
ing out that there was only little
Miss Dorothy Smith has returnedI The Woman's Club Field and have been murmurings and mutter- 1 kht of the audience.
better than a week left 'before the from Portland where she has been Oardep Unit will meet Friday aft- ings, even from members of your I Wilbur Chadwick added much to
event.
employed by the Swift Company.
ernoon at the home of Mrs. Fred own team over this waste of valu- the entertainment by singing and
The matter of sponsoring a Sea
Rufus Smith has been substitut- Webel, North Warren, with Mis: able time, but we Skippers are playing several “Cow-boy'' songs
Scout Troop was tabled until a la ing as cook on the motorship Vi- Eleanor E. Pox of Gorham Presi- not the ones to say anything be- throughout the program. The audi- ,
ter meeting due to the fact that
H, for Ned Kessell who dent of the Maine Federation of hind your back, especially where ence participated in singing sevsome controversy seems to exist ! nalhaven
eral of the popular songs with Pa
has
been
taking
two weeks’ vaca- Garden Clubs, present as honor you are such a little guy.
abcut the possible need for another tion in Portland aand
so, Dear Captain, we are laying tricia Grant at the piano. Humor
Boston
'
guests.
Mrs.
Everett
Cunningham
such organization.
Clinton Smith has been on a will present a paper on house our cards on the table and de- was furnished at frequent intervals
Milton W. La wry, was appointed business
Any time throughout the program by that fatrip the past week in Ban- plants. The club will meet Thurs- manding a showdown.
to be in charge of a Firing Squad in
you
can
round
up
the
Ganders
you mous comedian pair Olive Cline [
gor and Portland.
day, the program to be directed by
place of Charles Harlow.
will
find
us
sitting
on
the
steps
of and Bill Black. Sele'-tt-ns
Ernest Hatch of Portland was Mrs. Sidney Wyllie, with a paper
There will bbe a meeting of the
the Cascade Alleys.
given .by Kathleen Stein, (Ruth
guest
of
his
sister,
Mrs.
'Robert
on
the
Club
Collect
by
Mrs.
JefferDept. Housing Committee on Nov.
The
Skippers
Bowling
Tteam
AXillkZ,
AXACXXf
son Kimball. and Thanksgiving
10. 2 p. m. in fWaterville. Lack of Georgeson the past week
•
-----------------Kinen and Jackie (Hupper. A con
Bette
Ellen
Burgess,
little
daughThoughts
by
Mrs.
Wyllie.
Solois*.
response to a recent postal card
test held between the teams to see
UNION
query sent to veterans indicated ter of Mi', and Mrs. Hollis Burgess, win be Mrs. Maurice Lermond.
who could out sing the other on
Hiram Moody of Arlington, Mass.,
that there was no urgent housing Jr., celebrated her third birhday at
Mrs. Carl Milliken and Miss “Sioux City Sue" was won by the
her home Saturday, Oct. 26. Those passed through this town, Satur Agnes Esancy with Mrs Ernest Red Sox. The Red Sox and the
problem in Rockland.
present; Karen Lloyd, Barbara day, with a hunting party on their Doughty as accompanist, have < aid na.s were directed by Ernest
Webb, Sharon Healey. Patsy Smith, return home from Oxford county charge of the Junior choir at the Wilson and Floyd Watts respeci Georgianna Hanson, Marita Han- He visited relatives and friends Methodist Church.
tfvely.. Mrs. Bragdon and Mrs. I
I son. Cindy Lloyd, Marianna Dyer, while in town
The
Mary Wallace Circle will Stanley were judges.
Cheryl Headley and Bette Ellen
and Mrs. Dana Smith, Jr
The highlight came when Mr.
Burgess. Table decorations were in son, Dana, 3d, and daughter Diane meet tonight with Mrs. J. D.
On Bus Line in Thomaston
Thurston.
Bragdon
presented the prizes and '
! keeping with Halloween. Lunch Cathryn. who spent the past 13
Mr
and
Mrs.
John
Howard,
Mr.
awards
of
the drive conducted by
was served which included a large days with her mother, Mrs. Catherand
Mrs
Stanley
Hills
attended
a
the
school.
(Five silver dollars
decorated birthday cake. Pictures ine Wade in this town, returned
recent birthday party lor Warner were awarded to Miriam Cline for
were taken of the group.
Saturday in Belfast.
Howard at Coopers Mills.
being high salesman over the first
These Lions enjoyed a banquet „9Tesceiy. Twnple. &*• S., meets
May be occupied immediately
Miss Norma Howard who is at- night and three silver dollars to
at “The Islander” Thursday night: I’TiaaJ' nignt.
Inquire at—
tending Mt. Ida College at Newton Lionel Heal for coming Ln a close
Charles Boman, Charles Webster,1
Mayberry-Martin
Center Mass., is at home for the second. A fountain pen was pre
Jack Carlsen, Leon Sanborn, Al-1 Miss Faye A. Martin, oldest week-end.
sented to Mary Watts for being
21 Beechwoods Street
fred Creed, Wallace Young, Harry daughter of Mr. and Mrs George
Mrs.
Verna
Wiley
has
been
guest
hi&h salesman over the first week-,
Thomaston
Young, Hollis Burgess, Clarence Martin of West Warren, became of relatives in Quincy, Mass., and en^1
Bennett. O V. Drew, Albert Car- the bride of Lloyd G. Mayberry of her granddaughter, MisS Ethel
^r- Bragdon announced that
89* It
ver, Alex Christie, Frank Sellers, oldest son of Mrs. Nellie Mayberry Wiley, a student at Gordon College Charlene Allen will receive the
, Donald Poole, Keith Carver, An- of Gorham, Sunday afternoon, at for the past week.
Pri2e ot a radio for selling ,
drew Gilchrist, Ambrose Peterson, the Baptist parsonage. Rev Lee A
Miss Winola Esancy of Cam- the ™ost subscriptions, and that ,
Colon Winslow, Clyde Bickford, Perry officiating at a double ring bridge. Mass, was week-end guest °ver 50% of the entire student body (
Joseph Headley, Frank Adams, ceremony at 3 o’clock. The couple of her parents, Mr.
and ___
Mrs.
receive prizes within a few
__
___
Ivan Calderwood
and Frank was attended by Miss Eleanor Ben- Burleigh Esancy
weeks. Principal Hunnewell gave
Want new Pep and Vim? Sheare.
"> •
■ ( ner of Waldoboro, and Carroll
file Edward Williams, stationed a 1®w remar^s concerning the drive
Thousands oi couples are weak, worn-out, ex
Guests
at
“
The
Islander
”
the
Martin of West Warren, brother of at Chincopeague, Va.,
arrived and Mwnimehded the pupils on sellhausted solely because body lucks Iron.
For new
vim. vitality, try Ostrex Tonic Tablets. Contains i past week: O. E Huse, Kents Hill; the bride
home Friday for a short leave.
ing over $1000 ln subscriptions.
Iron you. too. may need for pep: ulso supplies
John Roeney, Searsport; O. D.
Mrs. Mayberry was graduated
vitamin Bi. Lowcost! introductory size only 36c. I
The
Senior
class
will
sponsor
After the program refreshments
tor sale at all tlrua stores everywhere.
Richards, Camden; Wilbur Ricker, from Warren High School, class of another dance at the Town hall, *ere a®rved
the Red Sox undei
Blue Hill; W H. Spearin, Bangor; 1M5, and for the past year, has Thursday night.
,the «ble man-irmen*.
G. H. Arneson and William Dose. been employed at Moody’s Diner,
A steak supper was enjoyed last ^er* Lucille Stone and Joan HarMonhegan. and W. D. Hyde, Port at Waldoboro. She was a member Tuesday at the home of Mr. and
'
"w*‘
of the Happy-Go-Luckies Girls 4-H Mrs. Frank Goff. The venison ,he
land.
?^ppv c,ups’ ^n’
Mac Gilchrist entertained Thurs Club for five years.
was furnished by Robert Heath and crous^y divided the:r
so that
Mr. Mayberry is employed as
J by Miss Muriel there was plenty fcr the whole
day night at a Halloween party at
plans
were
made
his home on Lane’s Island. Those truck driver by the Casco Bay Butler. Others present were Mr.
and “extras” for the Seniors.
Other
present: Paul Hopkins, Warren Poultry Company.
° i“ refreshments were sandand
Mrs.
William
Nuppela,
Mr
Loveless, Harold Lee Anderson, ' For the present, they will make
cookies and punch.
Mrs. Eugene Oorden, Mr. and wlches
John Arey, Peter Williams. Clar- their horqe with his motl^r in and
The
winning
had the hono»
Mrs. John Leach, Gerald Ames and of being on team
a
committee
—the
ence Conway, Edward Dyer, Valois Gorham.
Mr. and Mrs. Boynton Maxey of cleanup committee. The program
Yeung, Lermond Doughty, Bruce,
For Better Health
Arey. The boys came in costume
Maurj^e A. Priest of Augusta Warren.
„ x .
committee consisted ol Bob Dorr.e.
Dorothy Lantz, Patricia Grant and
and were greeted by Mac dressed Health Office for District 3. speak- tn^Wait^fi^lrfBvtkertWeh«
- 9.-.'*r~on
as a ghest. who led them to his in« Tuesday at a special meeting, to Waitsfield Vt. to be with her M>rriu '*)n**v,
daughter
Mrs.
Malcolm
Joslyn,
chalrman
of
all
committees,
home, through the dark celler,
the Public Health Committee,
A meeting was held recently of
where strange Halloween noises
the Congregational Chapel, wno is lit
w*nt the Sophomore H. E. Club to organwere heard.
De?orations were In pointed out the need for more vig- Fiiday to BathCunningham
to stay with her _
keeping with Halloween. Lunch ilance in the inoculations for diph
c
on,
Ernest
Cunningham,
-w hile
was
meetings the
was served and favors were Jack- theria.
lam
is
in
the
hospitThursday
of
every
month, at
O-Lantersn. Prizes were awarded
"We are 'becoming too comfor games.
A witch arrived and placent about it," he said. "And
„ j okt ,
t
a t me and place to be decided upon
t x?d
at the Patous meeting. These
told fortunes Edward Dyer re- for the past 10 years, have had a
ceived the most votes for the best very few cases. For the pest few daughters of Mr. and Mrs.^Maurice offlcers wre elected: Presidnt> Miricostume.
years, however, it has been in- Leach. entertained at a Halloween am cune; vice president, Erlaine
Major and Mrs, L. C. Daigle crea.‘ing in different sections and party at their home Ihursday. Pratt; secretary> charlene Allen;
(Carolyn Calderwood) and daugh- is more virulent. Children niccu- J< lly games «nd contests were en- treasurer. Dorothy Edwards Mrs
ters, Margaret and Elizabeth of lated very young, before school oyed, with Annie Moore winning christina Stanley is faculty adKansas, Mo., were guests the past age. need a booster’ inoculation all the prizes. Mrs. Ralph Starrett Visor of the group
The senior Home Economics girls
week of Captain Ira Smith at his when they go to school, and a sec assisted Mrs Leach in serving refreshments
of
cocoa
and
sandmet
Tuesday at the home of Olive
home on School street, and made ond. ‘booster’ when about nine
wiches.
Others
present
were
ciine
in Spruce Head. Plans were
calls on relatives and friends while years old.”
in town. Major Daigle, who is with
Dr. Priest also said that 61 na- Ronello Moore, Janice Moody, Da- discussed for the Christmas Carthe regular U. S. Army Air Corps, tions have already joined the vid Barker and Vincent Williams nivai t0 be held early In Decembber.
Week-end guests of Dr. and Mrs. and It Was decided to elect offlcers
has charge of the recruiting dis- World Health organization of the
George
Thomas were Mr. and Mrs. and rename the club at the next
trict at Kansas City, Mo. He was U.N.O., unanimously
overseas one and one half years,
A question and answer period Walter Johnson and son Oorden of meet ng. The remainder of the
Waterbury, Conn., Mrs. Elise Chase evening was spent in supervisd sewstationed in China with the 376 followed his talk,
bombers, saw service in India and
Mrs. Ada McConell, R, N. State ana Mrs. Rena Bradley of North ing and other handicrafts. ReMass.
| freshments were served by the
was with the Flying Tigers in North field nurse, gave a brief rpeort of Hampton,
Africa. Major and Mrs. L. C. the health work here, pointing out The annual Orange fair, Nov. 20, hostess and her mother with the
Daigle with daughters Margaret, 22 that six child health clinics had will include a supper, sale of fair assistance of Shirley Dwyer. Mrs.
months old and Elizabeth, three been held already this year, with articles and entertainment in the Stanley, Home Economics teacher,
is faculty advisor.
months came from their home in an increasing attendance, and that evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Calderwood
—------------- Kansas City and visited relatives work in the schools’ health pro
of
Rockland
and
Mr
and
Mrs.
WilVl/PQT
UUAI nnRftRH
in Fort Kent, Me., and friends in gram has been started.
liam Kennedy of Waldoboro were
Wtol WALUUDUnU
Bangor, making a trip of 3000 miles.
Six blood donors are needed to guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Fannie Waltz and Mrs.
They left Saurday for Kansas City, go to Portland to replenish the Nelson Calderwood.
Stanley Waltz visited Sunday with
PRESERVE AND PROTEC.
Enroute they spent the week-end amount used locally from a blood
Seventeen members of Seven Tree Mr. and Mrs. Alden Waltz and
YOUR PRESENT CAR
as guests of Mr and Mrs. Richard bank in one of the hospitals Grange attended Pomona held Sat- Mrs. Ida Waltz at Gross Neck,
in Transportation to such donors will urday in North Warren.
Until you are definitely assured of Johnson (Ernestine Carver)
, Mr- and Mrs- Clyde Hnlton enMarblehead, Mass.
be given, and volunteers are needa new automobile, keep your pres
Rev. John W. Poole, former pastor tertained at supper recently, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Morton re- ed, between 18 and 60 years of age of the Church of the Nazarene at and Mrs. Kenneth Hilton of Winsent car in a safe, satisfactory
cently returned from a visit in Any resident wishing to volunteer Union left Friday for Jamestown, low M Us, Miss Bessie Morton of
condition. VThile we are prepared
for this, is requested to get in jq- y where he has accepted the New Harbor, Miss Sharon Day* of
Boston and Millbury, Mass.
to service all makes of cars, we are
I touch with Mrs. Helen Maxey call as pastor of the Nazarene the Village, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
PONTIAC SPECIALISTS—em
Miss Emma Raymond
ployingfactory-trained mechanics
Emma B. Raymond died Oct 29, president of the Warren Public Church in that city. Mr. Poole has Genthner, Jr., Miss Barbara Hilton
and using highest quality parts.
at Pownal Hospital. She was born Health Committee, her phone been pastor of the Gardiner Church and Paul Hilton, UJS.N.
Alake use of our low-cost service
in Vinalhaven. the daughter of number. 64.
Mrs. Madelene Crane spent the
the past nine years.
for your protection.
Mrs. Maxey presided.
William and Flora Brown Ray
Faye Robbins, daughter of Mr. wf>-''--eri'4 in Boston. ‘
Light refreshments were served and ___
mond. Her age was 61 years. Her
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Chase and
Mrs. ______
Holman Robbins, enterALWAYS OffIVC SAFfLY
mother died when she was an in
tained friends at a jolly Halloween ta voainbeiiain were
fant and her grandparents, Mr.
party at her home Wednesday guests Sunday of her parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Reuben Brown brought,
night. The guests who appeared in and Mrs. Dewel Winchenbcah.
her up She is survived by her,
masks were. Faye Austin, Elaine Walter Kaler, Jr., is visiting
aunts, Mrs. Sylvia Waterman and A-an I ettnr /and fl SaSSV Robbins, Sylvia Farris, Annie Ir.ends in Ann Arbor. Mich.
Mrs Hattie Coombs of North Ha- Upen LeUer (ana a Odbby Moore. Helen Page. Jannett Up- “rs. Randall Sproul of Winslow’s
ven and several nieces and neph
One) To Captain Of Gan ham, Richard Goff. Bliss Fuller. ^lUs, «Pent Tuesday with her father
ews. A short time before her death,
Jr.. Clarence Williams. Jr., Earl St??ley \an”ah’
w. ..
ders’ Bowling Team
she was visited by her aunt, Mrs.
Paxman, Jr.. Ronald Barker,^. Mr.
Mr- and Mrs. Dewey WinchenSyvlia Waterman and her cousin,
Mr. and Mrs. Harlow GenthDuane Rowell and Clayton Collins. bach,
W’illiam Brown, at the Pownal Dear Captain:—
ner
and
Miss Eleanor WinchenHosDital
| We of the Skippers Bowling After an evening of games and mus bach were visitors Saturday in
cl er served
c,
Aucmsta
The body was brought here and Team are at a IQSS to understand le, refreshments were
There will be a stated meeting of
Mrg Walter Kttjer Mrs yythea
funeral services held at the Head- the delay this year in getting at
Orient
Chapter.
O£6.,
y
winchenbach
and Miss Sarah Mc
ley Funeral Home Friday. Dr C. the Important business of bowling
S Mitchell, pastor of Union Church It seems to us there has been al- night.
Grath were in Bangor recently.
Vernon Mank is renting the
officiated. There were beautiful together too much hemming and
Mrs. Lawrence Aulis of Waldo
floral tributes from relatives and hawing and not enough timber Cargill place.
boro called Monday on friends ln
Edgar Barker, Philip Morine. Ed this place.
friends. A committal service was cutting. Heretofore, we have had
___
____ ________
__
held at Ocean View Cemetery your team licked at least three die Knight, Henry Knight, WoodMrs._______
Homer Wincapaw
visited
where interment was made in the times, by this date on the calendar row Gould and Travis Ingraham of friends in Massachusetts over the
Brown family lot. Those from out and we can’t understand why you Haddom. Conn., leave Saturday on greeJc-end.
a hunting trip to Nicatous Lake.
I paUi Hilton, UJ5.N. spent the
of town to attend the services were have not come up for more
Grange Circle meets Wednesday week-end with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Sylvia Waterman, Mr. and
Does the fact that you are no
1 Mrs. Clyde H lton.
Mrs. Oscar Waterman. Mrs. Lillian longer connected with the chicken night with Mrs. Euda Lermond.
Those from here who attended
-----------------York of North Haven, and Mrs. business and are no longer able to
dangle the promise of chicken sup the annual Farm Bureau meeting | Manila, P. I., is trying to solve its
Lora Hanley of Rockland.
pers before the eyes of hungry held Thursday in Rockland were: traffic problems by closing some
bowlers, have anything to do with Mrs. Maud Calderwood. Mrs. Frank streets and re-locating others, with
A
GOOD JOB FOR YOU
this unnecessary delay?
Calderwood, Mrs. Frank Goff Mrs. off-street parking areas provided.
Is it good men you need for John Unguary, Mrs. Arthur Stew------------------your team? Do the good bowlers art, Mrs George Fossett, Mrs. I Why not put on more insurance
hate to sign up with a losing out Nelson Calderwood, Mrs. Zena before winter fires are started?
CHOOSE THIS
fit?
If so. we have several good Nelsen, Mrs Ada Lucas and Mrs. Frank D. Rowe, Tel. Warren 2-22;
ROUTE NO. 1. WALDOBORO
FINE PROFESSION NOW!
men on our team we can loan you John Howard.
mail address, Thomaston R. D. 80-tf

VINALHAVEN

FOR SALE

ill_________ 88*89

spring, practlcal.sinall bed. spring
cheap.
OSCAR
sland. Tel. 21-11.
88-89
lined coat with
40 in good condl88 89
sale Sound and
BROOKS.
West
1 City. Tel 176 W.
88*89
up, Aladdin brackbracket. $6
TEL.
I ngs.__________ 88 * 90
retail beef, pork
ile Custom butchRockville Abattoir.
W Carroll properAYMON’D lOENTH17. at Rockville,
loboro 33-3. Open
7 p. m. and Satp m__________ 87 tf
tor sale; guaranteed.
CLINE. Tel Rock
87 88
______________ 89-90
16 00 ton delivered
lurroundlng towns.
J B PAULSEN.
88tf
tor sale at Park
14 MASONIC ST.
88-89
lei T. 1930 or 1901
Ue. also 1935 Chev-18 foot 8"x8" sills,
r of 16 Inch tires,
ttermllk Lane, first
___________ 88*89
P Electric motor;
lox 324. Rockport.
88*89.
tawed 12”; $16 and
rllvered Rockland.
>rt
EDWARD C.
Hon 33-3 and War88‘91
(d out board motor
DUNN & ELLIOT,
s____________ 88 89
iised 7 50x20 truck
wtter changed for
Tenant's Harbor.
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PONVIAC

VIKKST or THE FAMOUS ^SILVER STREAMS”
C. W. HOPKINS

C. W. HOPKINS

712 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND 12 BAYVIEW STREET, CAMDEN

C. W. HOPKINS

U. S. Army

I

Children’s Books
10c to $1.50

Toy Baby Carriages
$4.98 to $13.95

BITLER’S
470 Main St..

Rockland

Tuesday
Tnpcdav-Prlrtav
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Page Six
many built-in crfbinets. The wall
THE KEENE
created by the stairwell then maxes
Good proportions and correct de an excellent background for the din
tail successfully blended In a com ing table. Should be alternate plan
pact plan are characteristic of this be employed, the full basement pro
current House-of-the-Month nov. vides additional space for storage
being featured at the Rockland Loan and sufficient footage fcr a fin
di Building Association. Architect ished recreation room.
Royal Barry Wills, interpretating
A disappearing stairway in the
the needs of the small family, has hallway provides access to the attic.
created The Keen to satisfy the This space, running the entire width
most exacting demands of contem of the house, has windows on both
porary living within a simple peri sides offering the effect of a second
meter. Its almost square dimen story and if finished, might easily
sions of 34’x27A4’ makes possible its be converted into a well ventilated
construction well within moderate play roctn.
limits.
Altnough not shown on the plan,
The long slope of the roof line, a semi-detached garage may be in
the centered chimney of white cluded at the left of the house. A
washed brick, the solid door, the connect ng open breezeway creates
small paned windows and the broad a delightful spot for informal meals
clapboard sidewalls are reminiscent and a covered entry from garage to
of its quaint origin.
kitchen in bad weather.
,
The spacious living room with
All construction details of this
cross vent lation has ample wall house comply with the Minimum
space to provide a variety of fur Property Requirements of the Fed
niture arrangements. The right eral Housing Administration. The
wing of the house is devoted wholly entire electrical layout has been
to the sleeping quarters. Each of checked and approved by the Na
its two bedrooms has windows on tional Adequate Wiring Bureau to
two walls to Insure plenty of light secure an abundance of safe and
and air. In addition to the per convenience outlets for the acces
sonal closets in each of the bed sories of modern living.
rooms there is a coat storage closet
Colored sketches, posters.
in the adjoining hall and a closet scale
blueprints, specifications and
for linens conveniently placed next material
lists of this and other for
to the bath entry.
mer Houses-of-the-Month are avail
For those who champion com able for your inspection at the
pactness on a one-floor level, a uni Rockland Loan & Building Asso
fied utility space has been set aside ciation.
in the kitchen to provide a central
form of heating system, thereby
COMRADES OF THE WAY
eliminating the necessity of a base
ment in the original floor plan. In
Dr. Wesley N. Wasgatt was the
this arrangement the service entry guest speaker at the Sunday night
is to the rear of the kitchen with meeting of the Comrades of the
the breakfast nook overlooking the Way. The meeting was held at the
side garden. However, if a full | parsonage. Dr. Wasgatt spoke very
basement is desired, the alternate j interestingly of life in Sweden and
floor plan has its stairway in the in some of the occupied coun
space now occupied by the heating tries, and' told briefly of the attend
equipment with the service entry ant difficulties preparatory to en
moved opposite the stairs to pro tering either the nursing or medi
vide direct access to the basement. cal profession. The meeting was
There is no change in the location preceded by an excellent covered
of the range, the sink below the dish supper.
*
triple windows which overlook the
In the membership contest
rear garden, the refrigerator or the Charles Gifford’s team has 570

HOUSEOF THE MONTH CLUB
Something Pleasingly Different
Presented by

points and Howard Crozier's has
380 points.
The following officers were elect
ed for the next year: Chief Com
rade John, Charles Gifford; Chief
Comrade Mary, Betty Crozier: chap
lain, Cressj' Gamache; keeper of
the records. Diane Cameron; guar
dian of the treasury, Marilyn Dud
ley; watcher at the gate, Bradford
Sleeper; pianist, Anna Bullard;
custodian, Roland Ware.
There were 19 members present.

Razorville Gossip
What Edith Overlook Found
On Visit To Old Home
Town
Razorville, Nov. 1.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
During a recent visit to the old
home town, I noted many improve
ments. On the way up, I noticed
the absence of Sidney Humes'
garage. There was a new trailer
on what was the lawn of <the late
A. C. Vanner; and at the former
Charles Howard place, nearly a
new house by Lonine Newton.
Much new paint has changed
and improved the looks of the
home of Mr and Mrs. Charles
Schafter; also that of Clifton
Brann. New shingles on the barn
of Arthur Light, also the house of
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Chase; and
at the Nathaniel Overlook place,
Mr. Sveningsen has started many
improvements.
Fred Jones is away and his place
is closed. At Winfield Savages
place.where the house burned, is
the lumber of a razed building to
be erected. The Chapmans are
still in the mill business, and busy
as ever.
A new cement bridge spans the
way into town at Washington
Mills and at what used to be Far
rars Mill, Joe Busha is clearing off
bushes for George Finley.
Med-O-Lark Camp gave a beano
party on Halloween to finish the
fund already started to put lights
in the schoolhouse.
Friends of Cedric Shepherd of
Hallowell who owns the Howard
farm, are pained to hear of his ill
health.
Mrs. Maud Howard has a hard
cold.
Recently Roy Jameson did
some much needed work around
her place; also for Mrs. Minnie
Cramer.

During one of the days in town,
CAMDEN
Mrs. Alberta Marr ana I attended
Miss Norma Whyte has a position
the Ladies Guild at the Mills where
members planned a fair and sup with Allen's Insrance Agency.
J. Prank Thomas has returned
per to be held in the near future.
from a visit w.th his son, R. E.
Edith Overlook.
Thomas and family in Detroit. Mich.
George H. Thomas met him in
Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wadsworth
Golden Rod Chapter, OJES. will of Brunswick were in town over the
meet Friday night. There will b? week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. Urban Dougherty
no degree work and the officers need
have
returned from their wedding
not wear white. Refreshments.
trip.
Miss Bernice Payson has returned
Jennie S. Johanasen of Massa
from visiting Miss Abbie Heal in
chusetts. paid a fine of $50 and Boston.
costs of court in Municipal Court
Mr. and Mrs .Henry Manning are
yesterday morning on charges of
leaving the scene of an accident the parents of a daughter, Sandra
without making herself known. The Jean, born Oct. 29.
Ed. Trainor of Lincolnville won
charges arose from an accident
first
prize at the Grange card party
close to the State Police Barracks
in Thomaston Sunday night when Saturday n ght. Mrs. Georgia Berry
the Jchansen car struck another of Lincolnville won second and
operated by Harry Moore of Mrs. Lc-bley received the consola
Friendsh p. The Johansen car, ac tion. Another party will be held
cording to State Police, continued this Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles J. Herrick
toward Rockland without stopping.
have returned from a visit with
A chase by police took them to their
family in Boston.
Rockland when the Johansen car
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Tedford
ponnrcntly doubled back on its
tracks from Rockland and proceeded and sen have just returned from a
toward' Waldoboro where the ar visit with relatives in Canada.
Mr. and Mrs .Charles Lord had
rest was made by the State Police.
a neighborly surprise party Wed
Big amateur night show at the nesday as a house-warming for
Community Building Friday night, their remodeled heme, and were
beginning at 8.15. Doors open at 7. presentd with a pressure cooker.

TALK OF THE TOWN

William H. Weed, Jr., of Boston,
son of William H. Weed of this city
is employed as assistant to the Pro
duction Manager of Cory Snow,
Inc., Boston Advertising and Mer
chandising agency. Last August
Weed was graduated from Boston
University, College of Business Ad
ministration, having returned to
comnlete his last year after service
in the Pacific theatre of war with
the U. S. Marine Corps. He is a
graduate of Rockland High School,
class of 1939.

The Department President of the
UB.W.V. Auxiliary, Maud Libby of
Cumberland Mills, will be guest of
William Herrick Auxiliary, Cam
den, Wednesday night. The Ralph
Ulmer Auxiliary has been extended
an inv.tation to attend and all
members are requested to make a
special effort to be present.
Thomas Pietroski has been ap
pointed a regular fireman, joining
the department as a driver on last
Saturday. A veteran of five years’

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSOCIATION

z

For a Real Old Fashioned

J

/
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The novelist, Ryerson Johnson, of
Lubec and New York, was guest
Sunday of Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth.
Accompanying him was Mrs. John
son’s father, who will spend the
Winter in Hawaii.
The G. W. Bridge Club will meet
Thursday with Miss Grace Church,
Sea street.
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will
meet Wednesday with Mrs. Maude
Walker.
Beverly Clough, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Franklin Clough, cele
brated her fifth birthday Wednes
day at her home on Pascal avenue.
Those present were: Brenda Spear,
Linda Ames, Barbara Rhodes, San.
dra Upham. Jeannette Meservey,
Charles Crockett, Cynthia McCobb
and the mothers of the children.
Refreshments were served.
The Johnson Society will meet
Wednesday with Miss Marion Weid
man.
Mrs. Ruth Graffam entertained
Saturday at five tables of bridge.
Miss Marion Upham has been
having a week's vacation from the
Camden-Rockland Water Co. office.
Harbor Light Chapter, O.ES.,
meets tonight followed by beano.
All members are asked to take a
beano prize.
Beach Chapter, O.E.S. of Lincoln
ville has asked associate matron
Dorothy Upham and associate pa
tron Harold Graffam to act as guest
Burdell’s Dress Shop—Two piece, officers at the meeting Wednesday.
all wool dresses, can be worn as
suits. Black and colors. Sizes 10 official visit. Supper will be served
to 20. Specially priced,, $19.75.— at 6.30.
89-lt
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets to
Army duty, he has been a member
of the volunteer dpeartment for the night. All members are requested
to attend and join in the “mystery”
past year.
walk.
King Solomons Temple Chapter,
R.AjM. will meet Thursday night
UNION
with balloting. There will also -be
Miss
Elizabeth
McKinley, daugh
work in the Royal Arch Degree. Most
Excellent Grand High Priest Allen ter of Mr. and Mrs. R. M. McKin
L. Curtis will be present for his ley of Union, was a member of the
scenery committee for Junior Show,
which was presented at Mount
Holyoke College Saturday night.
This year’s performance was “Up
GILBERT C. LAITE
and Atom.”
a musical-comedy
satirizing the atomic age and lab
oratory methods in psycnology. The
setting was a surrealist campus,
9 Mountain St., Camden 50 years in the future. Against a
chartreuse background, the design
of
a strange tree with eyes for
Tel. 8225
fruit was prominent. Over 1000
people attending the traditional un
Gilbert C. Laite
dergraduate production.
Dorothy S. Laite
Stan Musial hit .357 to win the
National league batting title in
Robert E. Laite
59-tf 1943. This year hs mark to win
the title was .365.

FUNERAL HOME

THANKSGIVING DINNER
Call Damariscotta 25-12

Prepare for compliments . . . they’ll
be yours when you have a new Rilling
“Vapor” Koolerwave! For appointment,
phone 1120.

For Reservations
j ./

Special Low Prices on Cosmetics

THE CHEECHAKO
LEWIS POINT,

KATHARINE’S
BEAUTY SHOP

DAMARISCOTTA, ME.
87»T95

63 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND'
TEL. 1120

When crying household brushes,
remember to keep the bristles
down.

A Pleased Chief
Linscott Voices Gratitude To
All Who Helped Make
Halloween Party a

Success
Chief of Police Jesse Linscott ex
presses his appreciation to the
merchants of Rcckland and the
volunteer workers who did so much
to make the mammoth Halloween i
party for Rockland youngsters last
week a success.
The party, the first of its kind
ever held in the city, was sparkplugged by the Chief himself who
found a strong supporter in Sam
Savltt and the members of his
Merchants Committee of
the
Chamber of Commerce and other
Rockland merchants.
Those taking an active part in
the festivities were, Dr. and Mrs.
James Kent, Sam Savitt, Mrs.
Ruth Sanborn,
Alwin French,
Mrs. Lillian Sylvester. Mrs. Patricia
Dobbins, Mrs. Marion Leach, Miss
Marion Linscott, Miss Beverly
Fickett, Miss Helen Fickett, Miss
Margaret Wallace and Jim Flana
gan.
Chief Linscott, pleased with the
results of the affair in the almost
complete absence of vandalism on
Halloween night, plans other such
affairs.
The 1000 youngsters consumed
three bushels of apples, 700 ice
cream cones, 20 gallons of ice
cream. 100 pounds of candy, and
were the recipients of 100 favors in
noisemakers or Halloween hats,
all gifts of Rockland business men.

GIVE YOUR
CHILD A PLANT

A Halloween
the home of
Vanorse. Bay
cord ngs were
played. Invited
orse. Margare
Wildes. Ethel Sn
Ruth Chase.
Milton Walki:
Glenice Butn.
Milton Vanorsi
Bert Vanorse.

Bugs Bunny looks mighty happy
chewing his carrot as he proudly
surveys the ivy planted in the tub.
Tending animals or plants is excel
lent training, and any little boy or
girl will love to have a plant in a
cute animal container, such as the
one pictured here.

j

Zion’s Herald Editor
Will Address Young Adult
Group In This City On
November 19
The Young Adult Group of Pratt
Memorial Methodist Church has
arranged for a dist nguished re
ligious journalist to speak at a pub
lic forum Tuesday, Nov. 19. Dr.
Emory S. Bucke, editor of Zion’s
Herald, will interpret the news
coming from the troubled Middle
East which, may hold the key to
the future peace of the World.
Dr. Bucke. who became editor cf
Zion’s Herald three years ago, rep
resents the progressive policy of
that paper which is celebrating its
125 anniversary this year—the old
est Methodist -publication in the
United States. Dr. Bucke’s prede
cessor, Lewis O. Hartman, was
elected a Bishop of the Methodist
Church at the last General Con
ference.
President Robert C. Gregory cf
the Young Adult Group appointed
Winfield Chatto and Mrs. Charles
Jillson as a committee cf ar
rangements for this meeting, the
first 'public program to be presented
by the new organization.
The meeting will be open to the
general public without admission.

Mr. and Mr
spent the weekColebrook, N. 1

i
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TO TOP IT
ALL OFF
The air is tangy, you’ve a new
spring in your step . . . it’s Autrmn! What adds the final touch
to vrur feeling of confidence and
well-b. ing more appropriately
than a handsome new Hat!
We've a large and varied assort
ment of Lee Ilats. Styles as
Jaunty or ernservative as you
like, by this famous hat for you
to choose from . . .

Opportunity C
anniversary Tin
church parlor
gune presentee
gram: Piano I
Cook and Mr
reading, Mrs. c
1 n solos. Miss
with Miss Cook
solo, Miss Co
Mildred Haver
Mrs. Magune.
Class Teacher.
Dainty re-.re.
by Mrs. Hattie
rion Lester
Mr. and Mrs
tertained at the
Square, Albert
brated h s 21
They had a w
each one had a
voice on record
Vanorse furm.
Leatrice Widde, Chase the harj
others sang. Thoi
Chase, Beverly
ton Walker I.
Joseph Vanorse
rence Wildes, G
bert Smith, Mr
Ames, the gue:
and Mr..and M;
Diligent Dame
tional Church
Joseph Emer;
Thursday afte: i
coming church

The director
Aged Women r
2.33 at the hot
O Fuller.

Mrs. Annie Ri
ington was the
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$6.50 to $12.50

73-T-tf

~

I—I*

ROCKPORT

CHECK THESE ITEMS CAREFULLY
\ITfl
NORFOLK

-J

.JgUaLQhT

MTCHEN

Xl

CcGTH'NG

NEWBERRYS r
St /Ot 2St STOKES

ry

BED ROOM
6io"< it *"

LIVING ROOM
II-• • I4'.O*

DED ROOM
e t ■ it-4‘

OFF/NSVtfHS AMP BOSS
jtlKllHltWS SOI '.JUB JN (. SMS

j vaoan
^4 CARTRIDGES.

1
=T 1
1!
1
—r- J□
I
BATH
*0*3
R. ■
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LIMITED QUANTITY
.22 Short
-22 Hi Power SaTage
1 .219 Zipper
.348 Winchester
.220 Swift
.270 Winchester
.25-.35
.25 Remington
.30 Remington
.250-300
.3O-.4O Kreg
.300 Savage
.30-.06 Springfield

Only a few house lots of Paint
left14 gallons Ivory, 13 gallons Light
Buff, 8 gallons Colonial Yellow;
also anything you want for In-,
terior Work.

MEL-O-TINT
In beautiful Pastel Shades for
a flat wall or ceiling finish; cov
ers everything from kalsomine
to brick without a priming coat.
BOXING GLOVES
sets of four $16.75

CHILDREN’S FOOTBALL
with sturdy fabric covering

SHOT

GUN

FIRST FLOOR PLAN

SHEUS

*5b9 MAIHST PGCKlANDMt

ARMISTICE BALL

These Items, As Well As Other Scarce Merchandise
On Sale

WEDNESDAY, AT 2.00 P. M.
......

Benefit Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt Post No. 1, A. L.

LADIES’
340 Needle

RAYON HOSE

INGRAHAM

Wayne Drinkwater’s 12-Piece Band

POCKET
WATCH

GEORGE HUNTLEY, Vocalist

50"

DOOR PRIZE

GENERAL ELECTRIC TABLE RADIO
&

TICKETS, 75c, including tax

DED. RQOM
e-io. it-*'

LIVING ROOM
llifc*. 14-0*

Am

-cT5T

BED ROOM
B'-t’. lt'-4*

VOLLEY BALLS
pure white calfskin
$9.95

Please note the story in detail adjacent concerning the
Plan and this month’s beautiful, convenient and inexpensive
“THE KEENE.” For details contact—

Rockland Loan & Building Association
16 SCHOOL STREET.

EOCKLAHD

PHONE 430

Whot savin
more than I
49c

HOW'S YOUR

LAST
To B
Rexa

$1.59

Assorted

Chocolates
89c

FLOSHEEN
A paint that is easy to apply;
covers well and dries to a lus
trous subdued gloss; available
in practically any color and
quantity you may require.

We’re famous for our
expert watch repairing
service! All work done by
Craftsmen and — guaran
teed 1 Estimates a
charge.

CHARLES E. BICKNELLD

NORFOLK PAINT AND VARNISH
HARDWARE, SPORTING GOODS, HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL. 1392

O'

<s

FLOOR SANDER, EDGER AND POLISHER
FOR RENT

509 MAIN ST.,

7/

$7.95

HIGHEST QUALITY
REACH FOOTBALLS
$5.50 to $14.50

FIR5T FLOOR PLAN •
(ALTERNATE)
•’

RIXALL
Gay I 18 ce
12 designs
a penny m
50c

Rexall

x-' '

PUNCHING BAG
quality leather

WATERPROOF
SILK TENTS
$15.95

CHR

$1.

HOME MADE

COLEMAN LANTERNS
Single and double burner
$7.50 UP

Face PowdCold Crean
Skin Crear
Identical 50

21 Christmt
Embossed I

HUNTING KNIVES
Finest quality steel, well fin
ished handles and high quality
leather sheaths—
$1.85 and ud

J?
BATH

Pint Six®

Delray

W’e have in stock Bird Shot
from 10 to 410 gauge; also a few
12 gauge 00 Buckshot.
KITCHEN
e'-fc"> it o’

when used

Cardoric

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 11
ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING

DANCING 9.00 TO 12.00.

RIXALL
Th® ontise|

Five Ways to Buy—Cash, Budgrt, Layasiae,
Charge, Cre dit—with never a carrying charge
Rockland's Original Credit Jewelers

<X>Xeu>bewui Co. 510^25^ Stm

MANHATTAN JEWELERS, INC.

376 MAIN STREET KOCKLAND. TEE. 1702

A
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household brushes,
keep the bristles

This And That

Social Matters
'0(7/?
A PLANT

Mr. and Mrs. George W. Bean s ster-in-law, Mrs. Margaret Rob
spent the week-end with relativs in inson, and niece, Mrs. Addie Rogers
Colebrook, N. H.
Mrs. Lizzie (French will entertain
A Halloween party was held at E.F.A. Club Wednesday afternoon
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Bert at the home of Mrs. J. S. Jenkins,
Vanorse, Bay View Square. Re Pleasant street.
cord ngs were made and games
played. Invited were Albert Van
A m scellaneous shower was tend
orse. Margaret Smith, Lawrence ered, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Black
Wildes. Ethel Smith, Albert Smith, Friday night at their home, 34
Ruth Chase, Joe Vanorse. Mrs. Cedar street. The newly married
Milton Walker, Beverly Vanorse, couple received many lovely gifts.
Glenice Butman, Pearle, Bert and Their guests were: Mrs. Carolyn
Milton Vanorse and Mr. and Mrs. McIntosh, Mrs. Ada Orff, Mrs.
Bert Vanorse.
Emmie Ripley, Mrs. Vivian Spurlng, Mrs. Alice Mank, Mrs. Vera
Opportunity Class held its 26th Carver, Mr. and Mrs. Toivo Sueanniversary Thursday night at the mela, Mr. and Mrs. Russell Richard
church parlors. Mrs. Nellie Ma son. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Shan
gune presented the following pro non, Mrs. Roland S. Rackliff. Miss
gram: Piano Duo, Miss Charlotte Nacmi Rackliff, Mr. and Mrs. Ver
Cook and Mrs. Helen McKinney: non Studley, Mr. and Mrs. Lester
reading, Mrs. Clara Gregory: vio- Black, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Black,
1 n solos. Miss Shirlene McKinney Mrs. Hilda Athearn, Mr. and' Mrs.
with Miss Cook accompanist; piano Garland Day and daughter Carolyn
solo, Miss Cook; vocal solo, Mrs. of Waldoboro, Mr. and Mrs. RicnMildred Havener, accompanied by ard Ralph and Donald Day of Wal
Mrs. Magune. (Helpful remarks by doboro, Charles Crowell of Ports
Class Teacher, Mrs. Clara Emery. mouth, N. H. and Lawrence Trem
Dainty reJreshmeilts were served blay of Kennebunk. Mrs. Herbert
by Mrs. Hattie Richards, Mrs. Ma Black and Mrs. Lester Black were
rion Lester, and Mrs. Lena Rokes. co-hostesses.

looks mighty happy
arrot as he proudly
y planted in the tub.
lIs or plants is excel*
ind any little boy or
to have a plant in a
intainer, such as the
ire.

Mr. and Mrs. Bert J. Vanorse en
tertained at their home on Bay View
Square, Albert Vanorse. who cele
brated hs 21st birthday Friday.
They had a wonderful time and
each one had a chance to record his
voice on records. Bert and Joseph
Vanorse furnished guitar music,
Leatrice Widdecomb the piano, Ruth
Chase the harmonica, while the
ethers sang. Those invited were Ruth
Chase, Beverly Vanorse, Mrs. Milton Walker. Leatrice Widdecomb,
Joseph Vanorse, Ethel Smith, Law
rence Wildes, Glenice Butiman, Al
bert Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Maynard
Ames, the guest, Albert Vancrse.
and Mr..and Mrs. Bert Vanorse.
Diligent Dames of the Congrega
tional Church meets with Mrs.
Joseph Emery, L merock street,
Thursday afternoon to sew for the
coming church lair.
The directors lor the Home for
Aged Women meet Wednesday at
2.30 at the home of Mrs. Frank
• Fuller.

'OP IT
OFF

Mrs. Annie (Richardson cf Ston
ington was the guest Friday of her
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Here is a fine old hymn I love:
' -Ruins of a prehistor'c Indian ’’Where is my wandering boy to
Eternal Father, strong to save,
I amphitheatre seating about 8300 night?” And later added also,
Whose arm hath bound the restless Deople have been found in Yucatan.
“where’s the car?”
• * * ♦
wave . . .
Oh hear us, when iJte cry to thee,
It is considered mrce healthful
Oh! Trln ty of love and power,
i to. roast vegetables when possible,
TUES., WED., THURS.
Our brethren shield in danger’s , such as potatoes for example, than
hour,
j to boil them. Some of the salts
Double Feature
From rock and tempest, fire and are removed by boiling.
fee,
• * • •
Protect them wheresoe’er they go.
Thoughtfully
a father sang:
Thus evermore shall rise to thee,
Glad hymns of praise from land
and sea.

;I
Dance to Wayne's incomparable
music at Community Building Ar
mistice night. Legion auspices—
free radio among other prizes—
Wayne Drinkwater’s 12-piece band.
85-89

GEORGE RAFT

SUNDAY, NOV. 10
Conducted by

REV. RUTH MATHIAS
All Messages, 2JO P. M,
Lecture and Messages, 7.30 P. M.
Lecture Subject

“Solving Your Problems
Through Faith”
PRIVATE READINGS

BITLER
CAR & HOME SUPPLY

THORNDIKE HOTEL
Beginning MONDAY, NOV. 11
Fee $1.00
Hours: 9.00 A. M. to 9.00 P. M.
89-lt

470 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.

V

Maine’s Finer Store
for Diamonds,

JFatches and Silver
For Over Fifty Years

Budget Terms Arranged
64-F-tf

“NIGHT AND DAY”

AT HOME, AT THE CHURCH,
OR AT OUR STUDIO
A Photographic Portrait
will ever preserve the hap
piness of your Wedding
Day. Time goes, and hit
mans change, but the Pho
tograph we make remains
a memento for ensuing
years.
,
In the hurry of wedding
plans, remember to phone,
that we niav be promptly
on hand.

EUGENE’S STUDIO
403 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 1220
89-lt

KATHARINE’S BEAUTY SHOP

5STRA

BIG DAYS!

G. A. R. Hall, Rockland

lecturer and advisor

e e e e

Well arranged time is the surest
PHONF
mark of a well-arranged mind.
Mat. Daily at 2.00, Sunday 3.00
The riches we impart to others Think this over.
Evenings from 7.00
in thought, may be the richest
wealth we shall always retain for
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY,
TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 5
ourselves.
• • * •
BENEDICT BOG£AUS
Apple Pandowdy
PRESENTS
Four tart apples, cored and pared,
PAT O’BRIEN ME TREVOR
2 tablespoons granulated tapioca,
cup water, dash of salt, 2 table
HERBERT MARSHALL
spoons melted butter, 4 tablespoons
brewn sugar, 4 tablespoons granu
lated sugar, ti teaspoon cinnamon,
pie crust.
•it* IAT (0UINS* WALLACE FOII-BEAM H««$
I Cut apples in quarter-inch slices.
' Place in well-greased baking dish
CAttivrvi'N
"rtit simin
, and sprinkle with tapioca. Add
LATEST NEWS
water and salt. Cover closely and
Stanley Rlave* • Sar»h Maden • Jerome Cowan
bake in hot oven (425 deg. F.) 20
WED., THURS.. FRI..
Sid Silver* • Aten Edward* and ROMAN BOHNEI
to 25 minutes, or until apples are
NOVEMBER 6-7-8
On the Same Program
also
The
Flsnnoy
Trio
and
Joyce
Bryant
tender, stirring twice during the
CARY
GRANT
first 10 minutes of baking. Combine
IT’S RAFT’S
ALEXIS SMITH
butter sugars and cinnamon,
MONTY WOOLEY
Sprinkle over apples. /Cover with
KIND OF
pie crust , rolled to eighth-inch
in
thickness. Prick with fork. Bake
ACTION!
Beta Sigma Phi meets Wednesday in hot oven. • e e •
at 7.30 at the home of Miss Arlene
“And consider this! The American
In Technicolor!
Fickett, W llow street. Mrs. Elzada Barstow entertained last Wed public today is showing Very
Plus
nesday, Mrs. Luella Post, Mrs. marked interest in our drama, lit
WASHINGTON
REDSKINS
june PREISSER *
Elizabeth Hansen, Mrs. Eleanor erature, architecture and companion
U.
S.
BONTON
YANKS
arts
—
except
perchance
the
offer

Johnson, Mrs. Ruth Mazzeo, Mrs.
FOOTBALL GAME
FRIDAY, SATURDAY
. xtuth Small and Miss Virgini a ings of our musicians. Why? It
Plus
| Connon at a social evening and is to be assumed that this discrimi
LEON ERROL COMEDY
JOHNNY MACK BROWN
nation is deliberate? That only
Hallpween party.
DISNEY CARTOON
DRESSMAKING
music is felt to be wnworthy, in this NEWS
in
Walter Duncan is a surgical pa country of extensive public patron
FRI.-SAT., NOV. 8-9
AND ALTERATIONS
‘
SHADOWS
ON
THE RANGE”
age? Or can there be ether rea
tient at Knox Hospital.
ALL TYPES OF SEWING
sons.
Called for and delivered if necessary.
• * • •
Odds and Ends meets with Mrs.
DOROTHEA JIPSON
Corice Leach, Chestnut street, 4 Daddy, today at school a boy
4114
OCEAN
ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
said
I
looked
like
you!
”
“
And
what
Thursday, 7.30 p. m.
89*92-tf
TEL. 1198-R
did you say, my boy?” “Nothing.
me.”
Mrs. A. S. Littlefield of Talbot He was bigger •than
e e •
avenue is a patient at Knox Hos
There is a Revolutionary sign
pital.
beard marking the spot where
OUR LAY-AWAY PLAN
The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday something of value to remember
with the Misses Young. Members happened at that period, on the
Last Times Today
w 11 respond to roll call with verse side-h.ll as one comes to the old
JEANNE CRAIN
W’e know exactly how it is ... it is so very nice to buy Christ
of Scripture or quotation. Special Power Station at Glen Cove from
in
mas gifts early, blit what to do with them meantime, before the
the
north.
The
wording
is
almost
recognition of new members. Pro
gift-giving day?
gram subject, “World Peace,’’ Miss worn away and most difficult to
read—Why shouldn’t that be looked
Our easy LAY-AWAY Plan takes care of all that! Il means
Alena Young, leader.
after? And who is in charge of
t
simplv that you come to our shop now and select your Gifts of
(More Personals on Page Eight) things like that now?
Beauty from our large and varied stock while the assortments are
• • « •
complete. You can place a small deposit or pay for the items in
At no cost to oneself, a lovely
full . . . and then you need think no more about them until just
thought can be passed along and
before Christmas, when you are ready to give them away. Let
give to those who receive it glad
us know when you will want to pick them up, and they will be
ness in their hearts. Try it when
ready for you . . . wrapped and beribboned in gay holiday dress!
you feel blue and. see how it reacts
Now isn’t that an easy way to do your Christmas shopping?
to cheer you, also.
• • • •
1
There are places in our sidewalks
like that broken walk north of the
Baptist Church, which may cost
ROCKLAND, ME.
63 PARK STREET,
the city heavy payment, if any one
ROCKLAND
TEL. 892
WED., THURS.,
89-lt
should break a bone because of a
FRI., SAT.
fall there.

Public Services

SI2.50

SENTER* CRANE'S
\1TINS

OVER 200 FAMOUS
JtiJssS PRODUCTS
ON SALE AT

WWahdBovs CLOT“ SG
skx ,axc jn k ms

*3&9MA»N5T

RGCKLANQMt

For the First Time in Five Years—A Large Assortment of Turkish Towels!
Solid White, 17x26.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. each
.39
Solid Colors, 20x40.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
.63
Solid White, 22x44 • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
.65
White, Colored Border, 20x40.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.69
White, Colored Border, 22x44 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.79
Solid Colors, 22x44 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.89
Solid Colors, 16x28.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.95
White, Colored Border, 18x24.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
1.14
Solid Color, Figured22x44 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1.44
Solid White, 26x52 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
1.49
Solid Colors, 24x48 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
2.19
(Bath Mat to match. $3.39)
WashCloths.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.15, .20, .26, .33

FOR THE
PRICE OF
m^UEWJOU KNOW!

No. 1,-A. L.

rixall Mi 31 Antiseptic Solution
Th* antiseptic that kills germs on contact
when used full strength I 59c
-Pint Size. You save 58c
2 ^or OO'

re Band
It

Gardenia BEAUTY Products
11

O

Face Powder* • Cleansing Cream
Cold Cream
e
Finishing Cream
Skin Cream.. Buy 2 «
eitfe
Identical 50c Size Items 2 ,or □ I *

►UILDING

•Plus 20% Federal Excise Tax

CHRISTMAS CARDS!

Tally Ho" hostess set by Libbey

RcxAii Greeting Card Assortment

(radio

Gay I 18 cards lithographed in 4 colors!..,
12 designs. Send 36 cards this year for just
a penny more than 181
_
__ .
50c Value .... .
2 <•' 5 1 «

k, including tax

a hunt in full cry... 4 types of party glasses, each with its
own colorful hunting print. Gay, charming ... so original!

Delray Greeting Card Assortment
21 Christmas folders in each assortment
Embossed! 14 designs!
_
$100 Value.............. 2,or >1.01

$10

Rexall Puretest ASPIRIN
What sowings! 100 more ospirins for a penny
more than the price of 1 bottlel
49c Size .................. 2 for 5OC

LAST CHANCE
To Buy At

Rexall Original K Sale

AMD SEE THEM ALL.'

J

Savings FOR A YEAR!

/AX
CVS

THOROUGHBRED
CLASSIC COAT

I 14

for the matched 28-piece set advertised in

LIFE

Give yourself this beautiful 28-piece glassware set to “gay up” your
holiday entertaining. Give them for Christmas gifts and you’ll
reap “thanks” for years to come. Note their features: they’re Lib
bey glass, brilliant, thinblown . . . colors are fired on permanent
. . . guaranteed safe edge rims . . .beautiful, heavy crystal bases
won’t tip over easily. And they’re
packed in a beautiful gift box!

Exclusive Fabrics ty
The American
Woolen Co

Quality lined with
Rayon Earl-Gio

$29-95

Let's Listen and Laugh with
Jimmy DURANTE and Garry MOORE

CBS COAJT-TO-COAST EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT!
1
•

So you need a eoat that will answer every call?
Then choose a Sportleigh . . . ready to perform
for every occasion.

The Eton, pictured, in petal-soft Suede-leigh,
has an enduring beauty and charm that Is everrefreshing. Black, Beaver, Brown, Mist GTey.
Ruby Red, Hunter Green.

PHARMACISTS
Main StxWT

8—6’/j-oz. Old Fashioneds

or Juice Glass**

8—11-oz. Hi-Balls
or Beverages.

8—14-oz. Coolers
for "TalT Drinks

VESPER A. LEACH
SPECIALTY STORE
366 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.
"=T

Tuesday-Frida?
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Social Matters
Mr and Mrs. George Sleeper en
tertained friends and relatives at
their home Sunday night in honor
of their 11th aniversary. Buffet
lunch was served and a very pleas
ant evening was enjoyed by all.
Mr. and Mrs. Sleeper was the re
cipient of many lovely gifts.

Patricia Ann Bisbee, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Bisbee, Jr.,
and Carl Gray, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Maynard Gray, entered friends with
a Halloween party Friday night at
9 Pales street. Halloween decora
tions were used in the dining room.
The evening was enjoyed with
games, and1 every one enjoying the
refreshments.
The guests Were

Jeanine Lea<"h Sylvia Davis. Doro
thy Wotton, Anne Blood, Anne
, Ludwig, Gloria Bohn, Al ce Crie,
1 Christine Roberts, Joan Gardner,
Lucie Lewis, Jeanette Bisbee. Bev' erly Grant, Beverly Manning, Pa
tricia Bisbee, Robert Leighton.
Emery Howard Robert Gardner,
Fred Korpinen. David Bird, Rich
ard Burley, Carl Gray.

Kermit Young of North Brooks ‘ The World Mission Crusade. This
ville is a guest of his sister, Mrs. class has already given $6560 for
Charles Rich, Cedar street.
the .M.C. A pen sketch cf Jennie
Lind Reilly R. N., of Ramapatnam,
Myron Sprague and family are South India was read. The class
spending a few weeks at Swan’s is doing White Cross Work for Miss
Reilly. The class chose Phil. 3.14
Island.
as their Scr pture verse. The meet
ing closed with the Mizpah.
J. A. Greenlaw of North Haven
was a week-end visitor in the city.
Mrs. Clara Payson has returned
from a v sit with her daughter,
Mrs. Ruth Payson Mortimer in
Sharon, Mass., and her brother,
Lawrence Norton, in Taunton.
Julia Payson, who has been the
guest of her sister, Mrs. Mortimer
fcr several weeks, accompanied her
heme.

ruOICEST PINEAPPLES

Mrs. Maud Gould who has. been
j in the city for several weeks, has
returned to her home in Portland.

The Albert 1H. Newbert Associa
tion meets at Mason c Temple to
day. Housekeepers, Caroline Stew
art, Hattie Davies, Laura Maxey,
and Ivy Chatto. Members take su
gar, butter, dishe sand prizes.

THE seauest .ce cream evavoe-oe.the.month

The Auxiliary to the Sons of
Union Veterans will meet Wednes
day. Supper will be served. A
large attendance is desired.

Drs. J. F. and B. F. Burgess op
tometrists, are attending the an
nual Northeast Optometric ConI gress, at Hotel Statler, Boston.
This Congress is presenting to Opi tcmetrhts new procedures in the in
terpretation of visual skills and
j advanced' methods in the applica
tion of visual training. The Con
gress closes today.
“Perseverance Class,” of the (Lit
tlefield Memorial Church held its
monthly class meeting with M:ss
Doris Gray. Work was? done on
mere than 200 Christmas cards that
are to be sent to Rev. M. W. F.
Robbins, Vanga, Belgian Congo.
The class voted to give $10 toward

J.

Two great refreshings fruits —blended and frozen

Inspection Night
Visiting Officers Commended
Edwin Libby Relief Corps
Very Highly
Edwin Libby Corps met Thurs
day night for the regular business
session and annual inspection. In
the absence of the president, the
presiding officer was Mrs. Eliza
Plummer, assisted by an efficient
staff of officers and eclorbearers.
Mrs. Edith Cheney, State Presi
dent and Mrs. Etta Richards, In
spector, were introduced by Mrs.
Margaret Raekliff, and warmly wel
comed. The visit ng officers ex
pressed pleasure derived from their
visit and commended the Corps for
its work.
Mrs. Millie Thomas presented a
gift to Mrs. Cheney and Mrs.
Bessie Haraden was called upon to
make the presentation to Mrs.
R chards.
The patriotic instructor, Mrs.
Lizzie French, had prepared a pro
gram Including readings by Mrs.
Madlene Jackson; vocal numbers
by Mrs. Jennie Pietrosky and an
orglnal “grab box of stunts” by
each member. The mystery be
came the property of Mrs. Lena
Roll ns.
Reports show that visits are made
to sick members, including Edward
Mullen, confined to his heme on
Pa'ciftc street; also donations to
many worthy causes Including Op
portunity Farm for Boys.
Suppef preceded the meeting with
Mrs. Ada Payson and Mrs. Grace
Jameson as co-housekeepers. The
dining room had as decorations the
national colors, and the menu was
baked beans, salads, pies and coffe^.

cient city charter and commented
on the Bath charter from the
viewpoint of these ideal require
ments.
In discussing the City
Manager type of municipal govern
ment. he cited the Rockland char
ter as affording an excellent ex
ample of the basic law required
for that form of administration.
Six more Monday night meet
ings are scheduled at Bath for fur
ther discussions of city charters
and city governnment. Next Moday, the entire session will be de
voted to a talk and open forum
questions on the manager form of
town and city government which
is now in force in 79 Maine com
munities

Scouts Halloween
Scouts Attend Happy Joint
Gathering At The Metho
dist Church

The Boy S?outs of Troop 202 and
the Girl Scouts of the 7th Grade
held a joint Halloween party at
Pratt Methodist Church Monday
night. It was a big affair, w.th
nearly 60 in attendance. It opened
with the traditional bobbing for
apples followed by a steady flow
of active games and stunts. All
agreed that it was a swell time,
and not one quickly forgotten.
. Scouts who attended were Nancy
Stone, Amanda Toot 11, Diane Mer
rill, Ruth Tcctill, Catherine Mac
Phail, Christine Naum, Faith Mel
vin, Estelle 'Hayward, Jane Pendle
ton, Barbara Ilvonen. Betty Griffith,
Janet Weymouth, Elizabeth Carr,
Bette Long, Patricia B sbee, Doro
thy Wotton. Jeannine Leach, Bev
erly Manning, Charlotte Dean, Ailce
Crie, Gloria Baum, Ann Blood,
Pliiliil Townsend. Dcnald Drake.
Richard Mosher. Richard Baum,
Robert Annis, David Altshuler,
Ridhard Burby, Charles Schofield,
Justin Cross, John Chisholm, Ron
ald Anderson, Nathan Wiggin,
Frank Taft, Paul Sulides, Erwin
Chase. Bernard Raynes , David
Bird, Dale Knight and William
McLain.
Those who directed the games
were Mrs. J. Webster Mountfort,
Harold W. Whitehill, Miles R. Saw
yer, Robert Chatto, Jdhn Benson,
Bowdoin Professor Says That and Donald Smalley.
Assisting in serving refreshments
Rockland’s Is the Best
were M ss Katherine Bowden, Mrs.
M. R. Sawyer and Mrs. Lawrence
In the State
Leach. The pianist was J. Web
Speaking before a group of Bath ster Mountfort.
citizens, Lawrence Pelletier, pro
fessor of United States Govern
ment and Municipal Administra
tion at Bowden College, voiced the
opinion that the Rockland city
charter ts the best in the State.
Compiled and edited by the type
Prdf. Pelletier was the speaker writing department.
at d meeting held at Morse High
John deWinter of the State Po
School,, Monday night under the lice was speaker at the Senior
sponsorship of the Bath City Coun High assembly, Tuesday. He speke
cil’s Qharter Revision Committee. regarding automobile driving, and
Battt Ptil operates under the orig said that Rockland High is the
inal charter granted by the State only school in the State where
upon its incorporation as a citv in driving lessens are given. California
1847.
he said, has about 350 schools
Prof. Pelletier conducted an able teaching driving It is found that
analysis of the make-up of an effi- many of the accidents are caused

Praises Our Charter

with line golden cream! That’s Orange Pineapple
Ice Cream, our Sealtest special for November. It’s
truly a flavor treat...as nourishing as it is delicious.

ICE CREAM
toolr for the Sealtest sign on the door

BITLER
CAR & HOME SUPPLY

GENERAL ICE CREAM CORPORATION ★ Division of National Dairy Products Corporation
Tune in ihe Sealtesi Village Store, starring jack Haley, Thursdays, 9:30 P, M., NBC

470 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

At The High School

White sidewall tires, as illustrated, will be supplied at extra cost as i

own Buick.

You look around a minute — straighten your tie — grin a

little at the handsome picture you know you must be
making.

y ou turn the key. Step on the starter-treadle. Feel those
eight big Fireball cylinders take silken hold.

Clark Island Birth Recalls
Stirring Times When
Sister Was Born
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Makir of
Clark Island are the very proud
parents of an 8\ pound son bern
Oct. 27 at their heme. Mr. and
Mrs. Leonard Makir have six daugh
ters and so this son lias caused ve:y
much excitement at the Makir
home.
I." the readers remember in Feb
ruary, 1944, the last girl was ush
ered in by the worst snows' '<rm in
many years. 'Roads were blocked
to her home and by the help of her
brothers, a wrecker, snowplows.
State Police and an ambulance,
which conveyed Mrs. Makir to the
home of her brother, Walter Yat
taw, In Thcmaston, beat the stork
by 15 minutes. Mother and son
are doing nicely.

INVEST IN

SAVINGS BONDS

MARKET

Formerly Murray’s Market

G.I.C.
FROZEN FOODS

It’s available at OPA prices applying at delivery and —
though we like to get trade-ins — with or without a car
to trade.

FRO-JOY
ICE CREAM

8:00
M.

OPEN FRIDAY, NOV. 8 A8

Those things add up to the best deal these times afford

Y ou sec why this car is the most wanted automobile in

**
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A merica today.
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Did you know that we’ve just about
tripled our floor space, and covering
these walls have made a big difference,
to say nothing of the Self Service
Island Displays. I think most people
like to wait on themselves, anyway—
right down to grinding their own coffee
—and that’s the setup we’ve got!

I

Pull Line of

that they can supply these
sweethearts to the greatest
possible number.
You see how quickly a

Nathan Berliawsky. proprietor of
the Thorndike Hotel flew back
home Saturday, very enthus astic
over his two trans-continental
flights, and his un-planned vaca
tion in California. He was accom
panied on his Journey by his
brother-in-law, Ben M lcfwoff of
New York and the latter’s partner.
Mr. Mildwoff was at one time em
ployed as a scene painter at the
Hollywood studios, and because oi
this fact the trie was able to enjoy
the rare privilege of visiting an
M.GM. studio, where a “Dr. Kil
dare” picture was being filmed.
Mr. Meyer, member of the motion
picture corporation, sat at the next
table to Mr. Berliawsky in a night
club.
Other notables with whom the
trio came in contact included B lly
Conn, famous heavyweight, who has
fought Joe Louis; and Maxie Rosen
bloom, another star with the mitts
in lormer days.
Frank Sinatra, famous swoon (st,
autographed Nate’s menu, and ihe
Rockland man remained ccnsc ous.
Nate also had1 a chat with Ben
Blocm, noted comedian.
Driving by the Douglass aircraft
plant he was minded to step and in

This Time A Son

CORNER OF PLEASANT STREET AND BROADWAY

What matters is that this is the best Buick yet.

anywhere.

Y ou see why Buick production men are gladly putting
every waking hour into ceaseless
battle against such log-jams, so

Nate Berliawsky Tells How It
Seems To Hop Out To Cali
fornia and Back

THE

wait can be forgotten — when there’s something like
this at the end of the wait.

Easy as a breeze, you slip away in two agile tons of
steady-going levelness — and right then and there a lot
that was dark is clear.

A ou see why this doubles the problem posed by indus

His First Flight

i as available.

15 makes up for a lot!
AT long last you slip behind the wheel of your very

quire for his old American Legion
buddy, William S. Healey, former
Rockland man. Who is employed by
that corporation, and whose home
centage of accidents are caused by is in Santa Monica. The opportun
liquor and speed, carelessness on ity did not offer, however.
During his stay in California Mr.
curves, cutting in and out, running
into pedestrians, and a desire to Berl awsky spent much of his time
“show off ' are common causes of in Los Angeles, with side trips to
Redwoods, where he gazed with awe
accidents.
It is believed that education in upon trees standing 240 feet in
the classroom is an easy and inex height, and one of them capable of
pensive way of learning to drive accommodating 27 persons inside of
as the State provides an instructor ! its trunk. The forest is carefully
without any cost to the school. guarded, and no chance to inscribe
“Learninig thru law enforcements hearts and other love messages upon
and “getting a ticket’ costs $15 a the trunks, although it is quite
lesson," Mr. deWinter said. The likely that Nate didn’t have that in
speaker spoke from wide experi mind. The Rangers are always on
ences, having been on the police the Job.
force 10 years. He was introduced
Awe was also inspired by a visit
by Katharyh Stevens who took the to Beverly Hills, the descent of
driving course last Spring. Devo whose steep inclines is no ride for
tions were in charge of Lucy Rack- the timid.
lifT, with Paul Halligan at the
In San Francisco there were hills
piano.
and more hills; Nate was intrigued
• • • •
by the street car and had the privi
At the weekly meeting of the lege of see.ng what makes the wheels
Commercial Service Club, presided go around when the workings of the
over by Jean Young. Friday, a pro cable car central system was ex
gram was given in the forpa of a plained to him.
musical quiz, originated by Bar
He d d considerable snopping in
bara Fuller.
She was assisted at Los Angeles, and among the ex penthe piano by Paul Halligan. Jean ; sive articles which he brought home
Young was the winner of the prize, was a camel’s hair coat capable
donated by Mrs. Fuller.
of. knocking your eye out, and a sil• • • •
i ver-buckled handmade belt. He
The school budget for 1946-1947, i drew the line at 10-gallon hats,
made up by the Student Council, is however.
He saw nobody he ever knew dur
as follows; Music, $103; Boys Bas
ketball, $300; (Baseball. $250; Girls’ ing his California stay, but did run
Softball, $25; Girls’ Basketball, across a former Bangor man, Eli
$200; Football, $1000 Track. $50; Gordon, manufacturer of ISuedeDramatics, $50; Highllte, $250; Li craft, and was invited to visit his
brary, $10Q; Movies, $100; Special home which is said to be one of the
Assemblies, $150; School Car, $300; I show > places cf the California me
Telephone, $75;
Miscellaneous. tropolis. It developed that the for
mer Bangorite is a cousin of Mrs.
$100. Total, $3020.
Keith Goldsmith of iRockland.
« • • •
The plane trip occup es normally
Two movies were shown at the
about
15 hours, but on the westward
Junior High assembly. Wednesday,
! -Save That Tree,” adapted espec- flight a pilot’s strike held up the
' ially to the Shop Course boys who flight in St. Louis, and on the re
attended the assembly, and “First turn there was a four-hour delay at
Little Rock. Arkansas, on account
Aid.”
of mechanical trouble. Each way
••»•
there were about 40 passengers, and
Mrs Vivian Sullivan of the they traveled in luxur ous com
State Department of Health and fort. It was Nate’s first time up
Welfare spoke to two classes of , and constituted a rather good train
Junior Business Training, Thurs ing flight.
day, on the State’s public assis
Good weather marked his stay on
tance program to aged persons, to the West Coast, but the nights were
the blind, and to dependent chil i a bit too ch lly for comfort.
dren
But if you drop into The Thorn| dike to see Nate’s belt you will
i doubtless get much more informaI tion than has been conveyed by
these lines.

by drivers between 16 and 20 years
old, In fact they have five times as
many accidents as those between 45
and 50 years of age. A large per

MEATS
C°*TSOl _
*

CO*.O»,

Full Line of

*

•

•

Fruits and Vegetables

Tune in
HENRY J. TAYLOR
on the air twice weekly

BAXTER’S FINEST

We think you’ll like
shopping in this up-todate self-service mar
ket. As Bob says “we’ve
tripled in floor space,
put in island display
racks and erected shelv
ing all around the store,
and of course when it
comes to Meat, Bill is no
slouch. If he says a piece
of meat is good, it’s got
to be good. So why not
look in?”

Canned Fruits and Vegetables

C. W. HOPKINS

C. W. HOPKINS

712 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

PAY View STRPFT
CAMDEN, MAINE

BOBILL’S

Grade A
Pasteurized
Milk
Raw Milk

Cream
Heavy
Butter
Eggs
Cheese
YES, BOB:.
“We have made quite a change in
the store, what with fluorescent light
ing, but I’m more interested in the
quality of merchandise we carry—the
Heavy Western Beef we had come in
from Swift the other day sure looks
good to me, and did you see the Bacon?
Why, I haven’t seen any of that since
I left the Navy.”

Features
SWIFT’S PREMIUM MEATS
<

